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The Kelowna and District Genealogical Society is a non-profit society dedicated to helping people 
research and document their past. We are located in the Okanagan Valley in the south central 
interior of British Columbia.  
 
In the mid-1980s the KDGS undertook the first transcription of burial sites. Booklets recording this 
information were published in the early 1990s. 
 
In 2008, the Cemetery Recording Committee of KDGS took on the task of updating all known 
burials in the area from Peachland to Oyama. This committee and KDGS members visited the 
local burial sites to transcribe and photograph gravemarkers. This project now includes church 
memorial plaques and isolated burials. We hope to include three small cemeteries in the 
Westbank area in the next publication. There are two large cemeteries in this area that we have 
not included in this publication: Kelowna Memorial Park Cemetery and Lakeview Memorial 
Gardens Cemetery. We continue to search for and document isolated burials in the Central 
Okanagan. 
 
This project includes burials recorded in: 
1. Gellatly Cemetery and Gellatly Heritage Park 
2. Immaculate Conception Church Cemetery 
3. Old Winfield Cemetery 
4. Oyama Community Cemetery 
5. Peachland Cemetery 
6. St. Andrew’s Anglican Churchyard 
7. St. Theresa Cemetery 
8. Westbank Cemetery 
9. Winfield Cemetery 
10. Small Cemeteries and Isolated or Individual Burials 
 
Photographs of each gravemarker have been published online at The Canadian Gravemarker 
Gallery <http://www.gravemarkers.ca/> and are available from KDGS. The photography and 
labeling of photographs by surname has been a major portion of this project. These photographs 
have facilitated the proofreading process and the compilation of the written material. They are 
also a record of which markers exist today. Some of these markers are deteriorating and may not 
be legible in the future. 
 
The Cemetery Recording Committee: 
Campbell, Susan D. (Chair) 
Crane, Marlene I. 
Hayes, Robert M.  
Neil, Gweneth 
Robertson, Carolin S. 
 
This Cemetery Recording project could not have been completed without the help and support of 










Proofreaders: Susan Baumann; Cemetery Recording Committee members  
 
Transcribers and/or photograph processors: 
Ablett, Marie                            




Casey, Colleen                          
Cook, Eileen 
Crane, Marlene  
Franke, Shirley                        
Furbank, Donna                        
Garrie, Don 




Harrison, Anne  
Hayes, Bob                                
Hladik, Lorraine  
Jopko, Jeanne 
Manning, Shirley 
Maurice, Betty                          
McCabe, Betty                        
McLarty, Lorainne 
Mills, Lu                                   
Neil, Gwen    
Painter, Lisa                               
Richardson, Jennifer 
Robertson, Carolin   
Robinson, Eileen                        
Schilling, Diana                         
Scott, Jean       
Stewart, Helen 
Tellman, Lorraine    




Maps of the cemeteries were produced in spring 2012 in partnership with the GEOG 272 students 
of Okanagan College under the direction of Arthur Green:  
Anderson, Lindi P. 
Bowman, Jessica A. 
Cleven, Jennifer L.  
Derbyshire, Bradley A. 
Eek, Travis C. 
Elton, Chea A. 
Frye, Heather F. 
Hiltz, Kira 
Huebert, Helmut 
Jorimann, Kara L. 
Kassian, David J.  
Longstaff, Shelby 
Manning, Michelle L.  
McMillan, Patrick J. 
McMorran, Brayden M. 
Nobbs, Christopher E. 
O’Connell, Katlin C. 
Page, Anne 
Pullar, Anna-Elizabeth C. 
Rooney, Kyle D. 
Ross, Chaylee L.  
Tietz, Hillary K. 
VanHoof, Kirby D. 
Waterfield, Elizabeth A. 
 
We appreciate the extra attention given to these maps by Arthur Green. 
 
The Cemetery Recording Committee has undertaken to make this project as accurate and 
complete as possible. There will be mistakes and omissions. Please note that not everyone 
mentioned in this publication is necessarily buried or even deceased. As genealogists, we 
recognize that associated names help to identify the person we are researching. Therefore, we 
have included names mentioned on burial markers and often these are of surviving family 
members.  
 
This is the most complete compilation of its kind to date. We want this work to be helpful to 
researchers and therefore will be gifting copies to major libraries and depositories as well as to 
representatives of the cemeteries included in this publication.  
 




Assistance and advice of Peter and Mary Weeks of Kettle Valley Graphics is much appreciated.  
 
Printed by Kettle Valley Graphics  
 #9 -1470 Harvey Avenue, Kelowna, BC V1Y 9K8  





The Cemetery Recording Committee of the Kelowna and District Genealogical Society thanks 
Father Peter Tompkins for permission to proceed with this project and for providing a map of the 
cemetery. The CRC also acknowledges the late Dianne Marlatt (Swordy) for information about 
the history of this cemetery. 
  
Photographers of Immaculate Conception (Roman Catholic) Church Cemetery were Bettina 
Garry and Carolin Robertson.  
 




Photographs of Immaculate Conception (Roman Catholic) Church Cemetery gravemarkers 
 
Immaculate Conception (Roman Catholic) Church Cemetery map 
 
Okanagan Historical Society. Annual Report: Various Publishers: 1926 to 2011. 
 
Okanagan Historical Society, Kelowna Branch. Kelowna Street Names – Their Origins.  Kelowna: 
Menzies Printers, 2010. 
 
Ottenbreit, Sig. The Story of Immaculate Conception Church, Kelowna, B.C. Publisher Unknown, 
1985.  
 
“The Kelowna Courier” and its predecessors, “The Kelowna Clarion” and “The Kelowna Courier 
and Okanagan Orchardist”. 
 
Henderson’s British Columbia Directories: 1884, 1891, 1893, 1895, 1897, 1899, 1900, 1901, 
1902, 1904, 1905, 1910 
 




1881, 1891, 1901, 1911 Canada Census, British Columbia, Yale County, Okanagan Division: 
<www.ancestry.com>; <www.automatedgenealogy.com> 
 









Please note that the Cemetery Recording Committee has assigned the Section, Row, and 
Plot Location of the burials in this cemetery. These do not correspond to Immaculate 
Conception Church burial records or map. They correspond to the map in this book. 

History of Immaculate Conception Church Cemetery 
By Robert M. Hayes – 2012 
 
Immaculate Conception Church Cemetery is located in southeast Kelowna overlooking orchards 
and vineyards with Okanagan Lake to the west. This is the second cemetery to serve the Mission 
of the Immaculate Conception (Roman Catholic). The earlier cemetery on Benvoulin Road served 
the Roman Catholic community for about 30 years until a new cemetery was started on a larger 
site. About 1891, Thomas Swordy (1866 – 1948) donated land on Casorso Road to the 
Immaculate Conception Church for this new cemetery which is often incorrectly referred to as the 
“Casorso Cemetery”.   
  
Early burial records include the following unmarked graves: 
 
• John Alex McDonald: buried September 15, 1891 age unknown 
• Hélène Henriette Berard: buried February 23, 1892 age 9 years; daughter of Alexander 
Berard and Martha McDougall  
 
Some of the first burials with extant markers are the following: 
 
• Thomas Conroy: died Ellison, BC June 9, 1899 age 50 years 
• Anastasia Hereron (O’Reilly): died Ellison, BC 1903 age 33 years  
• Patrick O’Reilly: died Ellison, BC January 1904 age 78 years 
• Thomas Hereron: died Kelowna October 25, 1910 age 45 years  
• Sarah Swordy (Favell): died in the dentist’s chair Kelowna February 8, 1915 age 33 years  
• Thomas Swordy Jr: died Kelowna November 23, 1924 age 19 years 
 
Thomas Swordy Sr. died at Lumby, BC November 9, 1948 age 82 years. He is buried in the 
Kelowna Pioneer Cemetery, now part of Kelowna Memorial Park Cemetery. 
 
Immaculate Conception Church Cemetery is still open to burials, although only a few burials take 
place each year.  Most of the available plots are in the cremation section. 
 
Of special interest is the very large cross which is dedicated to the pioneer Casorso family.  On 
the back of this cross is a bronze plaque listing the nine children of Giovanni (1848 – 1932) and 
Rosa (1855 – 1921; nee Lacqua) Casorso:  
 
• Caroline Fritz (Casorso): 1877 – 1939  
• Antonio “Anthony” Casorso: 1880 – 1967 
• Charles Casorso: 1882 – 1963 
• Joseph Casorso: 1885 – 1960 
• Louis John Casorso: 1886 – 1969 
• Napoleon Peter Casorso: 1888 – 1987  
• Felix Humbert Casorso: 1890 – 1973  
• Leo Lawrence Casorso: 1892 – 1977 
• August Casorso: 1894 – 1994   
Giovanni and Rosa Casorso and some of their children are buried in this cemetery.  
1
This cemetery is fenced but there is access through a gate. It has recently undergone a major 
clean-up with new curbing installed and decorative rock used for ground and grave cover.  
 
Immaculate Conception Church Cemetery is administered by the Immaculate Conception Parish 
Centre office, 839 Sutherland Avenue, Kelowna. Records of some older burials are in the 
Diocese of Nelson Archives located at 3665 Benvoulin Road, Kelowna. 
 
            
 
 
                              
 




Immaculate Conception Church Cemetery
Kelowna and District Genealogical Society - 2012
Section Row Plot Surname Given Name(s) Inscription
? ? ? SIMINEAU [Clara] (Mrs.) Mrs. Simineau / 1946 / [Transcribed c1986 by 
KDGS. No marker in 2010.] [BC Vital Stats: Clara 
Simoneau died Kelowna 17 June 1946 age 68]
? ? ? SWALWELL E. J. [Eliza Jane] 
(Mrs.) 
[Transcribed c1986 by KDGS as: Mrs. E. J. 
WAWELL / Died February 13, 1944 / Aged 75] [No 
marker exists in 2010.][BC Vital Stats: Eliza Jane 
Swalwell died Kelowa 13 February 1944 age 75 
years.][Local historian, Bob Hayes, information: 
Eliza Jane Simpson born 14 December 1868, 
eldest child of George William Simpson and Sara 
Stepetsa, Ellison pioneers. Eliza married rancher 
Thomas Jones (died 1892). In 1895, she married 
William P. Swalwell.]
Crem 13 LOMMER Alphonse (Al) LOMMER / Alphonse "Al" / 1927-1994 / Robert 
"Son" / 1957-1997 / Till We Meet Again
Crem 13 LOMMER Robert LOMMER / Alphonse "Al" / 1927-1994 / Robert 
"Son" / 1957-1997 / Till We Meet Again
Crem 14 CARTER Anne M. CARTER / Together / Forever / Archie M. / 1899-
1980 / Anne M. / 1912-2005
Crem 14 CARTER Archie M. CARTER / Together / Forever / Archie M. / 1899-
1980 / Anne M. / 1912-2005
Crem 15 BALL Albert G. BALL / In Loving Memory of / Albert G. / 1917-1996 
/ Anne M. / 1917-2004
Crem 15 BALL Anne M. BALL / In Loving Memory of / Albert G. / 1917-1996 
/ Anne M. / 1917-2004
Crem 16 TAYLOR Cameron TAYLOR / 1916 Mary 1999 / 1912 Cameron 2005 / 
In Loving Memory
Crem 16 TAYLOR Mary TAYLOR / 1916 Mary 1999 / 1912 Cameron 2005 / 
In Loving Memory
Crem 17 SEDDON Norbert Robert Norbert Robert SEDDON / 1914-1989 / Peace be 
with you.
Crem 18 CAZA Louella T. In Loving Memory / Louella T. CAZA / 1897-1991 / 
Wife and Mother
Crem 19 DUPAS Sheryl Sheryl DUPAS / 1961-  / Home At Last
Crem 20 RYAN Joseph P. RYAN / Joseph P. / 1915-1993
Crem 21 SHERLOCK Anne S/L Eric SHERLOCK D.F.C., C.D. / 1915-1988 
[R.C.A.F. Insignia] / Anne SHERLOCK / 1924-2003 
/ Magnificat anima mea Dominum 
Crem 21 SHERLOCK Eric S/L Eric SHERLOCK D.F.C., C.D. / 1915-1988 
[R.C.A.F. Insignia] / Anne SHERLOCK / 1924-2003 
/ Magnificat anima mea Dominum 
Crem 22 CAZA Earle Cleophus In Loving Memory / CAZA / Earle Cleophus / 1891-
1937 / Father / FRISBY / Inez E. Louise / 1917-
1990 / Daughter
Crem 22 CAZA Inez E. Louise In Loving Memory / CAZA / Earle Cleophus / 1891-
1937 / Father / FRISBY / Inez E. Louise / 1917-
1990 / Daughter
Crem 22 FRISBY Inez E. Louise In Loving Memory / CAZA / Earle Cleophus / 1891-
1937 / Father / FRISBY / Inez E. Louise / 1917-
1990 / Daughter
Section, Row, and Plot Locations correspond to the map in this book. 
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Immaculate Conception Church Cemetery
Kelowna and District Genealogical Society - 2012
Section Row Plot Surname Given Name(s) Inscription
Crem 23 BERIAULT Leo Joseph Leo Joseph / BERIAULT / May 17 / 1928 / Jan. 10 / 
1992
Crem 24 SCHLOSSER Lawrence SCHLOSSER / Margaret / 1919-1994 / Lawrence / 
1917-1999
Crem 24 SCHLOSSER Margaret SCHLOSSER / Margaret / 1919-1994 / Lawrence / 
1917-1999
Crem 25 MYSHAK-DAVIS Joseph MYSHAK-DAVIS / Joseph 2007 / Joshua 2006 / 
Michael David 2005 / predeceased by sister 
Sydney 2004
Crem 25 MYSHAK-DAVIS Joshua MYSHAK-DAVIS / Joseph 2007 / Joshua 2006 / 
Michael David 2005 / predeceased by sister 
Sydney 2004
Crem 25 MYSHAK-DAVIS Michael David MYSHAK-DAVIS / Joseph 2007 / Joshua 2006 / 
Michael David 2005 / predeceased by sister 
Sydney 2004
Crem 25 MYSHAK-DAVIS Sydney MYSHAK-DAVIS / Joseph 2007 / Joshua 2006 / 
Michael David 2005 / predeceased by sister 
Sydney 2004
Crem 29 DIEMAND Rosemary Rosemary / DIEMAND / 1953-2002 / Always In Our 
Hearts
Crem 30 SCHULTING Peter SCHULTING / Peter / 1925-2005
Crem 31 GUENETTE Edmond GUENETTE / Edmond / 1918-2010
Crem 34 GORGES-
AICHELLE
Jackson Branden Jesus Called A Child Upon Him / Jackson Branden 
/ GORGES-AICHELLE / Nov. 7 2007
Crem 35 GORGES Bill GORGES / Bill / 1926 - 2011 / Eleanore / 1928-  / 
In Loving Memory
Crem 35 GORGES Eleanore GORGES / Bill / 1926-2011 / Eleanore / 1928-  / In 
Loving Memory
Crem 36 WOZNY David T. WOZNY / David T. / 1939-2004 / Until we meet 
again.
Crem 37 MERCER Robert Joseph 16497 S/Sgt / Robert Joseph / MERCER / 
R.C.M.P. / Feb. 15, 1920 / Jan. 2, 2003 / [RCMP 
Insignia]
Crem 38 MERCER Bergetta Rose Our Beloved / Bergetta Rose / (SCHLEPPE) / 
MERCER / Dec. 12, 1924 - July 5, 2007
Crem 38 SCHLEPPE Bergetta Rose Our Beloved / Bergetta Rose / (SCHLEPPE) / 
MERCER / Dec. 12, 1924 - July 5, 2007
Crem 40 MOONEN Therese Together Forever / MOONEN / William / 1924-2007 
/ Therese / 1923-2010
Crem 40 MOONEN William Together Forever / MOONEN / William / 1924-2007 
/ Therese / 1923-2010
Crem 41 BOWDEN Adrienne E. BOWDEN / Glenn Kearn / 1933-2008 / Adrienne E. 
/ 1928-  / In Loving Memory
Crem 41 BOWDEN Glenn Kearn BOWDEN / Glenn Kearn / 1933-2008 / Adrienne E. 
/ 1928-  / In Loving Memory
Crem 44 LONGO David John David John / LONGO /  March 24, 1987 - May 30, 
2009 / Beloved / Son / Brother / Friend
Crem 48 CRAIK Justin Michael CRAIK / Justin Michael / 1991-2011 / Loving Son & 
Friend / May We meet Him in Heaven one day with 
Jesus
Section, Row, and Plot Locations correspond to the map in this book. 
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Section Row Plot Surname Given Name(s) Inscription
N A 5 MacDONALD Angus Malcolm MacDONALD / Angus Malcolm / 1911-2004 / 
Florence (TRETYCH) / 1918-2003 / In Loving 
Memory
N A 6 MacDONALD Florence MacDONALD / Angus Malcolm / 1911-2004 / 
Florence (TRETYCH) / 1918-2003 / In Loving 
Memory
N A 6 TRETYCH Florence MacDONALD / Angus Malcolm / 1911-2004 / 
Florence (TRETYCH) / 1918-2003 / In Loving 
Memory
N A 7 SCHNURR Joseph Joseph / 1897-1981 / Barbara / 1900-1989 / 
SCHNURR / In Loving Memory
N A 8 SCHNURR Barbara Joseph / 1897-1981 / Barbara / 1900-1989 / 
SCHNURR / In Loving Memory
N A 11 SCHLEPPE Alfred G. Alfred G. SCHLEPPE / 1933-1969 / To Memory 
Ever Dear
N A 12 CARIGNAN Clifford B. Clifford B CARIGNAN / Montana / S2 U.S. Navy / 
World War I / March 6, 1898 - Oct. 6, 1969
N A 13 CARIGNAN Annie L. CARIGNAN / Annie L. / July 29, 1899 - Oct. 12, 
1991
N A 14 SCHLEPPE Balthaser SCHLEPPE / 1891 Balthaser 1969 / 1894 Juliana 
1970 / To Memory Ever Dear
N A 15 SCHLEPPE Juliana SCHLEPPE / 1891 Balthaser 1969 / 1894 Juliana 
1970 / To Memory Ever Dear
N B 2 SHUSSEL Sidney O. Sidney O. SHUSSEL / In Loving Memory / 1942-
1967
N B 3 LERIGNY Marie Elnire Annie Marie Elnire Annie LERIGNY / Nee VIGEANT / July 
21, 1894 - Mar. 6, 1965 / Rest in Peace
N B 3 VIGEANT Marie Elnire Annie Marie Elnire Annie LERIGNY / Nee VIGEANT / July 
21 1894 - Mar 6 1965 / Rest in Peace
N B 4 ALIMONTI Joseph In Loving Memory of / Joseph Alimonti / 1896-1963
N B 5 ALIMONTI Rosa In Loving Memory of / Rosa ALIMONTI / 1899-1997
N B 6 BRENA Carlo BRENA (GHEZZI) / Carlo / 1899-1963 / Angelina 
O. / 1906-1989 [small stone - Sacrete sempre / nel 
mio cuore, / Nostra figlia, Linda Anna.]
N B 6 GHEZZI Carlo BRENA (GHEZZI) / Carlo / 1899-1963 / Angelina 
O. / 1906-1989 [small stone - Sacrete sempre / nel 
mio cuore, / Nostra figlia, Linda Anna.]
N B 7 BRENA Angelina O. BRENA (GHEZZI) / Carlo / 1899-1963 / Angelina 
O. / 1906-1989 [small stone - Sacrete sempre / nel 
mio cuore, / Nostra figlia, Linda Anna.]
N B 7 GHEZZI Angelina O. BRENA (GHEZZI) / Carlo / 1899-1963 / Angelina 
O. / 1906-1989 [small stone - Sacrete sempre / nel 
mio cuore, / Nostra figlia, Linda Anna.]
N B 8 HYDE Henry Herbert HYDE  / In Loving Memory Of / 1888 Henry Herbert 
1963 
N B 9 HYDE Alice Agnes HYDE / In Loving Memory Of / 1888 Alice Agnes 
1980
N B 10 PERRON Jeanne A. In Loving Memory / Jeanne A. PERRON / 1893-
1993
Section, Row, and Plot Locations correspond to the map in this book. 
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Section Row Plot Surname Given Name(s) Inscription
N B 10 PERRON Louis Henry Louis Henry PERRON / In Loving Memory / 1912-
1979
N B 11 FOURNIER Georgette M. FOURNIER / Georgette M. / 1919-1987 / In Loving 
Memory
N B 11 PERRON Alcide Joseph In Loving Memory / Alcide Joseph PERRON / 1883-
1961
N B 14 ACLAND Jeanne Jeanne ACLAND / Mar. 11, 1881 - Aug. 8, 1950 / 
Peace After Strife, / Port After Stormy Seas, / 
Death After Life, / Doth Greatly Please.
N B 14 ACLAND Patricia E.M.L. Patricia E.M.L. / BROWNE-CLAYTON / (nee 
ACLAND) / 1920-2006 / Major / Peter T. / ACLAND 
/ 1914-1984
N B 14 ACLAND Peter T. (Major) Patricia E.M.L. / BROWNE-CLAYTON / (nee 
ACLAND) / 1920-2006 / Major / Peter T. / ACLAND 
/ 1914-1984
N B 14 BROWNE-
CLAYTON
Patricia E.M.L. Patricia E.M.L. / BROWNE-CLAYTON / (nee 
ACLAND) / 1920-2006 / Major / Peter T. / ACLAND 
/ 1914-1984
N B 17 KNORR Jack Jack / KNORR / 1930-2004 / True Love [Back side 
of unattached belt buckle reads "not of this world. 
all about Jesus col 2:8"]
N B 17 KNORR Kirby D. Kirby D. KNORR / 1960-1970 / In Loving Memory
N C 2 KEBEL Rose In Loving Memory / Rose KEBEL / 1896-1964 / RIP
N C 3 WALSBY Mary In Loving Memory / Mary WALSBY / 1882-1957
N C 4 HUDON Demerise P. In Loving Memory Of / Mother And Grandmother / 
Demerise P. HUDON / 1888-1964
N C 5 MARTY Odila M. Mother / Odila M. MARTY / 1880-1974 / Loved By 
All Who Knew Her
N C 6 MARTY Charles E. Father / Charles E. MARTY / 1872-1954 / In Thee 
O' Lord, Have I Put My Trust
N C 7 CHISHOLM Duncan F. CHISHOLM / Duncan F. / 1894-1952 / Rest In 
Peace
N C 8 WARD Louisa Mary Louisa Mary WARD / R.I.P. / Dec. 10th 1905 - Oct. 
27th 1966
N C 9 DOUILLARD Leo L. DOUILLARD / Leo L. / 1916-2010 / Safe in the 
Arms of Jesus
N C 9 DOUILLARD Pierre Ludger DOUILLARD/ Pierre Ludger / 1876-1957
N C 10 DOUILLARD Marie Virginia DOUILLARD / Marie Virginia / 1881-1971 / Loving 
Daughter / Germaine OSBORNE / 1909-1976
N C 10 DOUILLARD Germaine DOUILLARD / Marie Virginia / 1881-1971 / Loving 
Daughter / Germaine OSBORNE / 1909-1976
N C 10 OSBORNE Germaine DOUILLARD / Marie Virginia / 1881-1971 / Loving 
Daughter / Germaine OSBORNE / 1909-1976
N C 11 MOSS James I.H.S. / In Memory of / James MOSS / 1896-1934 / 
Beloved Husband And Father / "Requiescat In 
Pace"
N C 12 MOSS Elizabeth Elizabeth MOSS / 1900-1990 / Blessed Is She Who 
Believes
Section, Row, and Plot Locations correspond to the map in this book. 
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Section Row Plot Surname Given Name(s) Inscription
N C 12 MOSS John Patrick [Pat] In Loving Memory Of / John Patrick MOSS / 1931-
2008 / Rest in Peace [Known in the community as 
Pat]
N C 13 PETZOLD Henry Heinrich Henry Heinrich PETZOLD / 1898-1980 / In Loving 
Memory
N C 13A KOSOLOFSKI Donald G. In Loving Memory Of / Donald G. KOSOLOFSKI / 
1951-1952
N D 2 DRIEDGER Mary K. Mary K. DRIEDGER / Loving Wife And Mother / 
1912-1967
N D 3 KOENIG Alexander Alexander KOENIG / 1877-1952 / In Loving 
Memory
N D 4 KOENIG Apollonia Apollonia KOENIG / 1880-1964 / In Loving Memory
N D 5 ALIMONTI Pasquale Pasquale / ALIMONTI / In Loving Memory / 1870-
1951
N D 6 WALSBY George In Loving Memory Of / George WALSBY / 1883-
1954
N D 9 PAVLE Elizabeth Elizabeth PAVLE / Beloved Wife And Mother / 1902-
1951
N D 12 BURKE O. A. G. (Paddy) 
[Oswald Alombard 
G.]
In Loving Memory of / Paddy / O. A. G. BURKE / 
1893-1951 / R.I.P. [BC Vital Stats: Oswald 
Alombard G. Burke died Kelowna 25 May 1951 age 
57 years]
N D 12 HARTWIG Patricia Joan 1931-1992 / HARTWIG / Patricia Joan / Always 
thoughtful, always caring
N D 13 BURKE Kate M. C. In Loving Memory of / Kate / M. C. BURKE / 1899-
1985 / R.I.P.
N D 16 GOETZ William Joseph In Loving  / Memory / Of / William Joseph GOETZ / 
Born And Died August 30, 1957 [Transcribed 
c1986 by KDGS. Information about birth and death 
no longer legible.]
N D 16A RUSSO Guerino Eugenio Our Baby / Guerino Eugenio RUSSO / Aug. 10, 
1965 - Aug. 17, 1965 / And The Angels Will Watch 
Over Him
N E 1 SIMPSON Joseph Joseph SIMPSON / In Loving Memory / 1904-1968
N E 2 RAMPONE Domenico RAMPONE / Domenico / 1887-1966 / Giuseppina 
M. / 1896-1995
N E 3 RAMPONE Giuseppina M. RAMPONE / Domenico / 1887-1966 / Giuseppina 
M. / 1896-1995
N E 4 SKUPA Thomas Thomas SKUPA / Loving Husband And Father / 
1880-1950
N E 5 SKUPA Mary Mary SKUPA / Loving Wife And Mother / 1884-
1970
N E 6 ROONEY Patrick Patrick ROONEY / 1885-1962
N E 7 ROONEY Lucie Mary Lucie Mary ROONEY / 1893-1951
N E 9 FREY Beatrice Beatrice FREY / 1927-1984
N E 9 FREY Bertha FREY / George / 1885-1950 / Bertha / 1888-1975 / 
Rest In Peace 
N E 9 FREY George FREY / George / 1885-1950 / Bertha / 1888-1975 / 
Rest In Peace 
Section, Row, and Plot Locations correspond to the map in this book. 
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Section Row Plot Surname Given Name(s) Inscription
N E 10 GUNN Maria Maria GUNN / 1921-1990
N E 10 GUNN Roy Roy GUNN / 1928-1992
N E 11 KLOTZBACH Veronica 
Appolonia
Veronica Appolonia / KLOTZBACH / 1901-1964 / 
Loving Wife And Mother
N E 14 KOZDROWSKI Roman Roman KOZDROWSKI / Father / 1880-1952 
N E 15 BARRÉ John Baby / John BARRÉ / 1950
N E 15A HOFFMAN Baby Girl Baby Girl / HOFFMAN / Oct. 31, 1959 / Rest For / 
The Little / Sleeper / Daughter
N E 17 DILLON Mark Raymond Our Baby / Mark Raymond DILLON / April 22, 1966 
- June 28, 1966 / And The Angels Will Watch Over 
Him
N F 1 KORNBERGER Estella Rose KORNBERGER / Estella Rose / 1942-1967 / 
Daughter / Ruth Almeda / 1920-1966 / Mother
N F 1 KORNBERGER Ruth Almeda KORNBERGER / Estella Rose / 1942-1967 / 
Daughter / Ruth Almeda / 1920-1966 / Mother
N F 2 KORNBERGER Anton J. (Tony) KORNBERGER / Anton J. (Tony) / 1915-1987 / 
Father
N F 3 OLINGER Helene Marie OLINGER / Helene Marie / Mother / 1888-1950 / 
John Peter / Father / 1885-1952
N F 4 OLINGER John Peter OLINGER / Helene Marie / Mother / 1888-1950 / 
John Peter / Father / 1885-1952
N F 5 YOCHIM Frank YOCHIM / In Loving Memory Of / 1898 Frank 1963 
/ 1898 Vernonica 1967
N F 6 YOCHIM Veronica YOCHIM / In Loving Memory Of / 1898 Frank 1963 
/ 1898 Vernonica 1967
N F 7 BORNAIS Josephine Mary Josephine Mary / BORNAIS / 1884-1961 / In Loving 
Memory / R.I.P.
N F 8 AGAR Antonia Elizabeth In Loving Memory Of / My Beloved Wife / Maria 
Theresa BUHMAN / Our Dear Mother / 1900-1973 /  
She Was Loved By All / Antonia Elizabeth AGAR 
(Ashes)  [This transcription for Antonia Elizabeth 
AGAR was copied c1986 by KDGS and no longer 
exists.] [Cemetery map shows Antonia Elizabeth 
AGAR in same plot as Raymond and Maria 
BUHMAN] [BC Vital Stats: an Antonia Elizabeth 
Agar died Williams Lake 06 September 1973 age 
45 years]
N F 8 BUHMAN Raymond In Loving Memory Of My Beloved Husband / 
Raymond BUHMAN / Our Dear Daddy / 1884-1950 
/ He Was Loved By All
N F 9 BUHMAN Maria Theresa In Loving Memory of My Beloved Wife / Maria 
Theresa BUHMAN  / Our Dear Mother / 1900-1973 
/ She Was Loved By All 
N F 10 FEIST Clara Mother / Clara FEIST / 1878-1950
N F 11 MacLENNAN Helen P. MacLENNAN / In Loving Memory / Helen P. / 1902-
1985 / John M. / 1896-1980
N F 12 MacLENNAN John M. MacLENNAN / In Loving Memory / Helen P. / 1902-
1985 / John M. / 1896-1980
N F 15 BARRÉ Elizabeth Elizabeth / BARRE / Beloved Wife / and Mother / 
1992
N F 15 BARRÉ David Baby / David BARRÉ / 1958
Section, Row, and Plot Locations correspond to the map in this book. 
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Section Row Plot Surname Given Name(s) Inscription
N F 18 DORSSERS Robert Allan Robert Allan DORSSERS / 1960-1967
N G 1 FRIE Aloysius Aloysius FRIE / Brother / 1901-1968
N G 2 GAUDREAU Joanne GAUDREAU / Together For All Time / Ted / 
(Husband) / 1899-1966 / Laurie / (Wife) / 1910-
2004 / Joanne (Daughter) 1937-2007
N G 2 GAUDREAU Ted GAUDREAU / Together For All Time / Ted / 
(Husband) / 1899-1966 / Laurie / (Wife) / 1910-
2004 / Joanne (Daughter) 1937-2007
N G 3 GAUDREAU Laurie GAUDREAU / Together For All Time / Ted / 
(Husband) / 1899-1966 / Laurie / (Wife) / 1910-
2004 / Joanne (Daughter) 1937-2007
N G 4 STREIFEL Barbara STREIFEL / Barbara / 1896-1977 / Stephen / 1884-
1949
N G 5 STREIFEL Stephen STREIFEL / Barbara / 1896-1977 / Stephen / 1884-
1949
N G 6 CLOSS Harry James CLOSS / Harry James / 1888-1963
N G 7 FAVALI Roy Roy FAVALI / Son / 1936-1948
N G 8 McCELVEY Jeanne A. Jeanne A. / McCELVEY / 1898-1973 / In Loving 
Memory
N G 9 McCELVEY William James William James / McCELVEY / 1888-1949 / In 
Loving Memory
N G 10 LEWKO John John LEWKO / 1885-1966
N G 11 LEWKO Maria Maria LEWKO / Born / Aug. 25, 1882 / Died / Sept. 
28, 1948 / Aged 66 Yrs.
N G 14 DOLCHEWSKI Stanley J. Stanley J. DOLCHEWSKI / Loving Son / 1948-1950
N G 18 BLASER Baby Girl Baby Girl BLASER / Aug. 19, 1967
N G 18A ROBERTSON Baby [Surname identified from cemetery map]
N H 1 BERTOIA Riccardo BERTOIA / In Loving Memory of / Riccardo / 1906-
1995  / Mary / 1909-1984
N H 2 BERTOIA Mary BERTOIA / In Loving Memory of / Riccardo / 1906-
1995  / Mary / 1909-1984
N H 3 OLSZAMOWSKI Boleslaw Boleslaw / OLSZAMOWSKI / 1921-1999
N H 3 OLSZAMOWSKI Jan Jan. OLSZAMOWSKI / 1951-1968
N H 3 OLSZAMOWSKI Una M. Una M. OLSZAMOWSKI / Wren Women's Royal 
Navy / 1925-1995 / Lest We Forget
N H 4 GAGNON Victorine Victorine GAGNON / Mother / 1885-1955
N H 5 BROCKMAN Gertrude GRYBOWSKI / Gertrude / (BROCKMAN)/ 1919-
2008
N H 5 BROCKMAN Paul BROCKMAN / Paul / 1887-1948 / Louise / 1895-
1974
N H 5 GRYBOWSKI Gertrude GRYBOWSKI / Gertrude / (BROCKMAN)/ 1919-
2008
N H 6 BROCKMAN Louise BROCKMAN / Paul / 1887-1948 / Louise / 1895-
1974
N H 7 GREGORVICH Anna GREGORVICH / Joseph / 1888-1948 / Anna / 1905-
1977 / Beloved Father And Mother
N H 7 GREGORVICH Joseph GREGORVICH / Joseph / 1888-1948 / Anna / 1905-
1977 / Beloved Father And Mother
N H 7 PFLIGER Mary Teresa In Loving Memory of / Mary Teresa PFLIGER / 
April 20, 1929 - March 26, 2008
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N H 8 POLASEK Anna Anna POLASEK / 1888-1978 / R.I.P.
N H 9 POLASEK Joseph Joseph POLASEK / 1883-1960 / R.I.P.
N H 10 LANG Cristine In Loving Memory of / Cristine LANG / 1906-1947 / 
Mother
N H 11 BENNER Ethel Born 1928 Died 1947 / Love "U" / Ethel BENNER
N H 12 DICKSON Anna Jean DICKSON / In Loving Memory / Anna Jean / 1916-
2005
N H 12 DICKSON Douglas In Loving Memory / Douglas DICKSON / 1940-
1948 
N H 12 DICKSON Frederick Allyn DICKSON / In Loving Memory Of / 1907 Frederick 
Allyn 1985
N H 12 DICKSON-BURKE Donna Marie DICKSON-BURKE / Donna Marie / 1954-2011 / 
Always Remembered
N H 15 BORIE Victor Victor BORIE / Died November 25, 1947 / Age 78 
[Transcribed by KDGS c1986 but no longer legible.] 
[BC Vital Stats: Victor Borie died Winfield 25 
November 1947 age 78 years] 
N I 1 CASORSO Anthony Children of John and Rosa / 1877 Caroline 1939 / 
1880 Anthony 1967 / 1882 Charles 1963 / 1885 
Joseph 1960 / 1886 Louis 1969 / 1888 N. Peter 
1987 / 1890 Felix 1973 / 1892 Leo 1977 / 1894 
August 1994
N I 1 CASORSO August Children of John and Rosa / 1877 Caroline 1939 / 
1880 Anthony 1967 / 1882 Charles 1963 / 1885 
Joseph 1960 / 1886 Louis 1969 / 1888 N. Peter 
1987 / 1890 Felix 1973 / 1892 Leo 1977 / 1894 
August 1994
N I 1 CASORSO Caroline Children of John and Rosa / 1877 Caroline 1939 / 
1880 Anthony 1967 / 1882 Charles 1963 / 1885 
Joseph 1960 / 1886 Louis 1969 / 1888 N. Peter 
1987 / 1890 Felix 1973 / 1892 Leo 1977 / 1894 
August 1994
N I 1 CASORSO Charles Children of John and Rosa / 1877 Caroline 1939 / 
1880 Anthony 1967 / 1882 Charles 1963 / 1885 
Joseph 1960 / 1886 Louis 1969 / 1888 N. Peter 
1987 / 1890 Felix 1973 / 1892 Leo 1977 / 1894 
August 1994
N I 1 CASORSO Felix Children of John and Rosa / 1877 Caroline 1939 / 
1880 Anthony 1967 / 1882 Charles 1963 / 1885 
Joseph 1960 / 1886 Louis 1969 / 1888 N. Peter 
1987 / 1890 Felix 1973 / 1892 Leo 1977 / 1894 
August 1994
N I 1 CASORSO John To The Memory of / John CASORSO Beloved / 
Husband of Rosa CASORSO / Born August 10, 
1848. / Died April 29, 1932. / Peace Perfect Peace 
/ [back of stone] Children of John and Rosa / 1877 
Caroline 1939 / 1880 Anthony 1967 / 1882 Charles 
1963 / 1885 Joseph 1960 / 1886 Louis 1969 / 1888 
N. Peter 1987 / 1890 Felix 1973 / 1892 Leo 1977 / 
1894 August 1994
Section, Row, and Plot Locations correspond to the map in this book. 
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N I 1 CASORSO Joseph Children of John and Rosa / 1877 Caroline 1939 / 
1880 Anthony 1967 / 1882 Charles 1963 / 1885 
Joseph 1960 / 1886 Louis 1969 / 1888 N. Peter 
1987 / 1890 Felix 1973 / 1892 Leo 1977 / 1894 
August 1994
N I 1 CASORSO Leo Children of John and Rosa / 1877 Caroline 1939 / 
1880 Anthony 1967 / 1882 Charles 1963 / 1885 
Joseph 1960 / 1886 Louis 1969 / 1888 N. Peter 
1987 / 1890 Felix 1973 / 1892 Leo 1977 / 1894 
August 1994
N I 1 CASORSO Louis Children of John and Rosa / 1877 Caroline 1939 / 
1880 Anthony 1967 / 1882 Charles 1963 / 1885 
Joseph 1960 / 1886 Louis 1969 / 1888 N. Peter 
1987 / 1890 Felix 1973 / 1892 Leo 1977 / 1894 
August 1994
N I 1 CASORSO N. Peter Children of John and Rosa / 1877 Caroline 1939 / 
1880 Anthony 1967 / 1882 Charles 1963 / 1885 
Joseph 1960 / 1886 Louis 1969 / 1888 N. Peter 
1987 / 1890 Felix 1973 / 1892 Leo 1977 / 1894 
August 1994
N I 1 CASORSO Rosa To The Memory Of / Rosa, Beloved Wife / Of John 
CASORSO / Born May 13, 1855 / Died December 
24, 1921 / A Loving Wife And Mother / [back of 
stone] Children of John and Rosa / 1877 Caroline 
1939 / 1880 Anthony 1967 / 1882 Charles 1963 / 
1885 Joseph 1960 / 1886 Louis 1969 / 1888 N. 
Peter 1987 / 1890 Felix 1973 / 1892 Leo 1977 / 
1894 August 1994
N I 2 CASORSO Napoleon Peter In Memory of / Napoleon Peter CASORSO / Oct. 
22, 1888 - Aug. 31, 1987
N I 5 THIBAULT Adelina Adelina THIBAULT / Beloved Mother / 1884-1983
N I 5 THIBAULT Henri Henri THIBAULT / Loving Son And Brother / 1913-
1971
N I 5 WRIGHT Jerry WRIGHT / 1919 Jerry 2006 / Fond Memories
N I 6 MARTY David David MARTY / Loving Husband / And Father / 
1908-1948
N I 6 MARTY Rose Rose MARTY / McCALL / 1916-1996 / Loved & 
Missed Forever
N I 6 McCALL Rose Rose MARTY / McCALL / 1916-1996 / Loved & 
Missed Forever
N I 7 POITRAS Marie H. Marie H. POITRAS / 1869-1947
N I 8 POITRAS Doria A. Doria A. POITRAS / 1900-1992
N I 8 POITRAS Leon Leon POITRAS / 1894-1962 / Loving Husband And 
Father
N I 9 GUIDI U. [Alberto Ulisse] U GUIDI / 1883-1946 [BC Vital Stats: Alberto Ulisse 
Guidi died Kelowna 24 August 1946 age 63 years]
N I 10 SCHALK Mary In Loving Memory of / Mary SCHALK / 1892-1948
N I 11 KORTMANN John John KORTMANN / Dec. 16, 1886 / Dec. 27, 1945 
/ Rest In Peace / Born In Germany / Died At 
Kelowna
Section, Row, and Plot Locations correspond to the map in this book. 
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N I 12 FAVELL Charles Loving Uncle / Charles FAVELL / Passed Away - 
1945 / Rest in Peace [BC Vital Stats: Charles 
Lorenza H Favell died Okanagan Mission 04 
November 1945 age 62 years]
N I 13 FAVELL Clarence A Loving Son And Brother / Clarence FAVELL / 
July 24, 1923 / June 12, 1945 / How Much Of Light, 
/ How Much Of  Joy, / Is Buried With  A Darling Boy 
/ Sonny [Sonny is on separate marker at foot of 
grave.]
N I 14 BUTTICCI Bernard BUTTICCI / Bernard / 1880-1945 / Frank / 1927-
1974 
N I 14 BUTTICCI Frank BUTTICCI / Bernard / 1880-1945 / Frank / 1927-
1974 
N I 17 BARRERA Luigi A. I.H.S. / In Loving Memory / Of / Luigi A. / 
BARRERA / Born Oct. 24, 1922 / Died July 15, 
1945
N I 18 BARRERA Pasquale BARRERA / Pasquale / 1891-1969 / Francesca / 
1892-1970 / Rest In Peace
N I 19 BARRERA Francesca BARRERA / Pasquale / 1891-1969 / Francesca / 
1892-1970 / Rest In Peace
N J 1 CASORSO Louis John Louis John CASORSO / 1886-1969
N J 2 CASORSO August R. CASORSO / August R. / 1917-2000 / Until We 
Meet Again
N J 4 LYONS Dorothy In Loving / Memory of / Dorothy LYONS / Beloved 
Wife Of / Aisel LYONS / Died January 10, 1946 / 
Age 41 / At Rest
N J 5 McCELVEY Donald Kenneth Donald Kenneth McCELVEY / 1935-1946 / In 
Loving Memory
N J 6 HECKER Selma In Loving / Memory Of / Mother / Selma / HECKER 
/ Born July 25, 1885 / Died March 24, 1944
N J 7 QUIRICO Gabriele E. QUIRICO / In Loving Memory Of / Father / Gabriele 
E. / 1891-1944 / Requiescat In Pace 
N J 10 LERIGNY Ernest Ernest LERIGNY / Mar. 27, 1893 - Apr. 23, 1943 / 
Rest In Peace
N J 12 MIRAU Antonia Helen IHS / Antonia Helen MIRAU / Loving Mother / 1883-
1945
S A 1 KEGLOVIC Carl In Loving Memory / Carl KEGLOVIC / 1882-1968 
[Transcribed c1986 by KDGS. Information on 
marker is no longer legible.]
S A 2 KEGLOVIC Margaret Mary In Loving Memory / Margaret Mary / KEGLOVIC / 
1894-1987
S A 3 BECKER Peter BECKER / Father / Peter / 1879-1968 / Mother / 
Magdalena  / 1880-1968
S A 4 BECKER Magdalena BECKER / Father / Peter / 1879-1968 / Mother / 
Magdalena  / 1880-1968
S A 5 SMITH Paul T. Paul T. SMITH / Beloved Husband And Father / 
1911-1978
S A 6 SMITH Gilbert (Jill) Gilbert (Jill) SMITH / Beloved Wife And Mother / 
1914-1968
S A 7 HUNGLE Valentine Valentine HUNGLE / 1914-1968 / Rest In Peace
Section, Row, and Plot Locations correspond to the map in this book. 
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S A 8 ROBICHAUD Hazel ROBICHAUD / Peter / 1885-1971 / Hazel / 1895-
1973
S A 8 ROBICHAUD Peter ROBICHAUD / Peter / 1885-1971 / Hazel / 1895-
1973
S A 10 BERARD Joseph A. BERARD / Joseph A. / 1887-1968
S A 14 WALLS John Clayton John Clayton WALLS / Loving Husband And Father 
/ 1914-1969
S A 16 de MONTREUIL Henri B. de MONTREUIL / Henri B. / 1894-1969 / Loving 
Husband / And Father / Anna B. / 1900-1982 / 
Loving Wife / And Mother
S A 17 de MONTREUIL Anna B de MONTREUIL / Henri B. / 1894-1969 / Loving 
Husband / And Father / Anna B. / 1900-1982 / 
Loving Wife / And Mother
S A 18 SCHAAD Robert J. In Loving Memory / Robert J. SCHAAD / 1900-
1968 / Husband & Father
S A 20 HUGHES Thomas E. Thomas E. Hughes / Beloved Husband and Father 
/ 1918-1969
S A 21 HUGHES Beatrice F. Beatrice F. HUGHES / Beloved Wife and Mother / 
1920-2008
S A 22 HUGHES Sharon E. Loving Wife, Mother / Grandmother & Friend / 
Sharon E. MILLER / (Nee HUGHES) / 1941-2009
S A 22 MILLER Sharon E. Loving Wife, Mother / Grandmother & Friend / 
Sharon E. MILLER / (Nee HUGHES) / 1941-2009
S B 1 CRAZE Theresa Theresa CRAZE / 1930-1968 / In Loving Memory
S B 2 CRAZE Yvonne E. Yvonne E. CRAZE / 1912-1973 / In Loving Memory
S B 3 McNALLY G. H. (Mort) Husband, Dad, Gramps / McNALLY / G. H. "Mort" / 
Sept. 13, 1917 - July 20, 1998 / You and Your Love 
/ Will Be With Us Always / [back of stone] "Mort" 
Loved God, / Family and Golf
S B 4 McNALLY V. Isabelle Wife, Mum, Grammy / McNALLY / V. Isabelle / 
Dec. 26, 1919 - June 8, 2006 / The Song Has 
Ended, / But The Melody Lingers On / [back of 
stone] Music is the Soul of Life… / So Keep on 
Playing
S B 5 LEINEMANN Ruby Ruby LEINEMANN / 1935 / 2007
S B 7 RANTUCCI Carmine RANTUCCI / Carmine / 1893-1968 / Ida C. / 1897-
1984 / Requiescat in pace
S B 8 RANTUCCI Ida C. RANTUCCI / Carmine / 1893-1968 / Ida C. / 1897-
1984 / Requiescat in pace
S B 9 OLINGER John A. OLINGER / John A. / Nov. 9, 1917 / July 16, 1998 / 
Husband, Dad, Grandpa / Great Grandpa / Mary A. 
/ June 6, 1918 /  Wife, Mom, Grandma / Great 
Grandma / Gone / But Not / Forgotten
S B 10 OLINGER Mary A. OLINGER / John A. / Nov. 9, 1917 / July 16, 1998 / 
Husband, Dad, Grandpa / Great Grandpa / Mary A. 
/ June 6, 1918 /  Wife, Mom, Grandma / Great 
Grandma / Gone / But Not / Forgotten
S B 11 ROSE Henry Albert 
Couturier
Henry Albert / Couturier ROSE / 1885-1967
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S B 12 HURLEY John Edward Leo HURLEY / John Edward Leo / 1922-1996 / In 
Loving Memory
S B 12 McKENZIE Harold Gregory McKENZIE / In Loving Memory Of / Harold Gregory 
/ 1904-1980 / Helen Mary / 1908-2010
S B 12 McKENZIE Helen Mary McKENZIE / In Loving Memory Of / Harold Gregory 
/ 1904-1980 / Helen Mary / 1908-2010
S B 13 LÉGER Thomas Alonzo Thomas Alonzo LÉGER / Loving Husband And 
Father / 1898-1967
S B 16 GOLLING Elisabeth In Loving Memory Of / GOLLING / Elisabeth / 1898-
1988
S B 17 WELSH Henry S. Henry S. / 1887-1968 / Together Forever / Amelia / 
1888-1970 / WELSH
S B 18 WELSH Amelia Henry S. / 1887-1968 / Together Forever / Amelia / 
1888-1970 / WELSH
S B 21 CAPOZZI Pasquale (Cap) CAPPOZZI / Pasquale (Cap) / Loving Father / 1888-
1976
S B 22 CAPOZZI Maria Anna CAPOZZI / Maria Anna / Loving Mother / 1896-
1968
S B 23 CAPOZZI Joseph Jasper CAPOZZI / Joseph Jasper / "Our Guy Joe, We 
Love You" / 1922-2004
S B 24 CAPOZZI Thomas 
Archangelo
CAPOZZI / Thomas Archangelo / So much 
laughter, So much love / 1928-2004
S B 25 APCHIN Frank Frank APCHIN / Loving Husband and Father / 1924-
1970
S C 1 MARTIN Angelo Angelo MARTIN / Loving Husband And Father / 
1888-1967
S C 2 MARTIN Teresa Teresa MARTIN / Loving Wife and Mother / 1890-
1982
S C 3 ZIMMER Charles John Charles John / ZIMMER / 1917-1967 / In Loving 
Memory
S C 4 ZIMMER Katherine Mary Katherine Mary / ZIMMER / 1913-1994 / In Loving 
Memory
S C 5 COLLINS Joseph G. Joseph G COLLINS / Pennsylvania / CCM US 
Navy / World War II / Jul 30 1908 - Jul 3 1973
S C 5 RYAN Kenneth Stephen RYAN / Phyllis Margaret / 1928-2002 / Kenneth 
Stephen / 1928-2003 / Together / 50 Years on 
Earth / Forever in Heaven
S C 5 RYAN Leo Martin RYAN  / Leo Martin / 1895-1981 / With His 
Brothers / In Peace
S C 5 RYAN Phyllis Margaret RYAN / Phyllis Margaret / 1928-2002 / Kenneth 
Stephen / 1928-2003 / Together / 50 Years on 
Earth / Forever in Heaven
S C 5 RYAN William S. In Memory / 1894 William S. RYAN  1979 / When 
The Evenings Shadows Fall, / And Our Day Of Toil 
Is Ended. / When The Mighty Master Calls, / Let Us 
Rest In Peace In Paradise.
S C 6 RYAN Nicholas Henry Our Brother / Nicholas Henry RYAN / 1891-1965 / 
And The Angels Will Watch Over Him
S C 7 CRONIN John P. John P. CRONIN / 1899-1965 / Loving Husband 
And Father
S C 7 CRONIN Michael J. CRONIN / Michael J. / 1943-1994  
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S C 8 ZARR Joseph Magdalene / 1905-1971 / Mother / Joseph / 1899-
1981 / Father / ZARR
S C 8 ZARR Magdalene Magdalene / 1905-1971 / Mother / Joseph / 1899-
1981 / Father / ZARR
S C 9 FAVELL Clarence In Loving Memory / Clarence / FAVELL / 1892 
(Dad) 1975
S C 10 FAVELL Edna Mary Edna Mary FAVELL / Loving Wife And Mother / 
1903-1965
S C 11 FAVALI Palmizio Oreste FAVALI / In Loving Memory / 1890 Palmizio Oreste 
1959 / 1896 Luigia Maria 1965
S C 12 FAVALI Luigia Maria FAVALI / In Loving Memory / 1890 Palmizio Oreste 
1959 / 1896 Luigia Maria 1965
S C 13 SCHEITEL John SCHEITEL / John / 1915-1964 / Elizabeth / 1919-
2004 / In Loving Memory
S C 14 SCHEITEL Elizabeth SCHEITEL / John / 1915-1964 / Elizabeth / 1919-
2004 / In Loving Memory
S C 15 GOLLING Harry Harry / GOLLING / 1938-1968
S C 16 McDONALD John Joseph McDONALD / John Joseph / 1882-1968 / Pauline / 
1894-1971
S C 17 McDONALD Pauline McDONALD / John Joseph / 1882-1968 / Pauline / 
1894-1971
S C 18 KAUFMANN Jacob Jacob KAUFMANN / Aug. 21, 1902 - Apr. 9, 1979
S C 19 KAUFMANN Helen Helen KAUFMANN / Nov. 3, 1902 - Jan. 30, 1966
S C 20 O'NEIL Bee Bee O'NEIL / July 28, 1925 - Jan. 31, 2009
S C 20 O'NEIL T. J. (Dr.) 
[Thomas]
Dr. T. J. O'NEIL / Aug. 13, 1922 - July 15, 2004 
[Known in community as Thomas]
S C 20 O'NEIL Edward F. Edward F. / O'NEIL / 1936-1988
S C 20 O'NEIL Patrick John Patrick John / O'NEIL  / 1894-1967 / Loving 
Husband and Father
S C 20 O'NEIL Raymond R. Raymond R. / O'NEIL / 1925-1987
 S C 21 O'NEIL Mary Dorothy Mary Dorothy / O'NEIL / 1900-1996 / Loving Wife 
and Mother
S D 1 FILICE Rosario Father / Rosario FILICE / 1925-1966 / At Rest
S D 5 STOKLASSA Sandra In Memory Of / Peter Arthur Paul / Beloved 
Husband of / Sandra STOKLASSA / Died Sept. 24, 
1966 / Aged 23 Years / Until The Day Break And / 
The Shadows Flee Away
S D 6 STOKLASSA Peter Arthur Paul In Memory Of / Peter Arthur Paul / Beloved 
Husband of / Sandra STOKLASSA / Died Sept. 24, 
1966 / Aged 23 Years / Until The Day Break And / 
The Shadows Flee Away
S D 8 HAUCK Aristie HAUCK / Aristie (Nee HERERON) / Born / Oct. 9, 
1896 / Died / Oct. 18, 1957 / Rest In Peace
S D 8 HERERON Aristie HAUCK / Aristie (Nee HERERON) / Born / Oct. 9, 
1896 / Died / Oct. 18, 1957 / Rest In Peace
S D 10 SAUCIER Andrew L. SAUCIER / Andrew L. / Andy / 1902-1955 / Francis 
C. / Papa Frank / 1894-1972 / Gone But Not 
Forgotten
S D 10 SAUCIER Francis C. SAUCIER / Andrew L. / Andy / 1902-1955 / Francis 
C. / Papa Frank / 1894-1972 / Gone But Not 
Forgotten
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S D 12 GILLIS Allan (Sandy) IHS / GILLIS / Sacred To The Memory Of / 1878 
Allan "Sandy" 1954
S D 14 WILDEMANN Elizabeth WILDEMANN / 1874 Elizabeth 1953 / In Loving 
Memory
S D 15 KOENIG Joseph KOENIG / 1935 Joseph 1955 / In Loving Memory
S D 16 SCHNURR Anna In Loving Memory / of / Wendlen, Anna and Mary / 
SCHNURR
S D 16 SCHNURR Mary In Loving Memory / of / Wendlen, Anna and Mary / 
SCHNURR
S D 16 SCHNURR Wendlen In Loving Memory / of / Wendlen, Anna and Mary / 
SCHNURR
S D 17 BEBLOW Cecilia In Loving Memory of / Cecilia BEBLOW / 1914-
2008 (Rosary)
S E 3 BERARD Peter BERARD / 1904 Peter 1907 / 1856 Alexander 1936 
/ 1867 Martha 1962 / Rest In Peace
S E 4 BERARD Alexander BERARD / 1904 Peter 1907 / 1856 Alexander 1936 
/ 1867 Martha 1962 / Rest In Peace
S E 5 BERARD Martha BERARD / 1904 Peter 1907 / 1856 Alexander 1936 
/ 1867 Martha 1962 / Rest In Peace
S E 6 GOLLING John John GOLLING / 1894-1966
S E 7 UTLEY Reginald Reginald UTLEY / 1890-1957 / R.I.P.
S E 11 STEELE Elizabeth Mrs. Elizabeth STEELE / Mother / 1883-1952
S E 14 SMITH Marguerite Marguerite SMITH / 1906-1967
S E 15 REAY Vincent John REAY / Vincent John / Father / 1885-1950 / Mary 
Jessie / Mother / 1890-1949
S E 16 REAY Mary Jessie REAY / Vincent John / Father / 1885-1950 / Mary 
Jessie / Mother / 1890-1949
S E 17 ELDER [Regina] Mrs. 
Joseph
IHS / In Memory Of / Dear Wife and Mother / Mrs. 
Joseph / ELDER / July 1888 - Feb. 1949 / Rest In 
Peace [BC Vital Stats: Regina Elder died Kelowna 
27 February 1949 age 60 years]
S E 18 SCHAMBER Katherine Katherine SCHAMBER / In Loving Memory / 1898-
1966 
S E 19 ELDER Joseph ELDER / Joseph / 1891-1966 / In Loving Memory
S E 20 BLAIR Garnet BLAIR / Till We Meet Again / Garnet / 1923-1971 
S E 20 OSLUND Margaret 
McQueen
Margaret McQueen / OSLUND / 1897-1970
S E 20 RYDER Elizabeth RYDER / In Loving Memory / Elizabeth / 1903-1975 
/ George / 1902-1981
S E 20 RYDER George RYDER / In Loving Memory / Elizabeth / 1903-1975 
/ George / 1902-1981
S F 1 MEYER Franz Hubert E. Franz Hubert E. / MEYER / 1887-1966
S F 1A RAMPONE Ernie RAMPONE / Ernie / 1928 - 1997
S F 1A RAMPONE Shirley Ethel RAMPONE / Shirley Ethel RAMPONE / Born Aug. 
15, 1933 / Deceased Aug. 15, 1998
S F 2 KULUNCSICS Lazar KULUNCSICS / Lazar / 1898-1986 / Anna / 1900-
1966
S F 2A RAMPONE Camillo RAMPONE / Camillo / 1892-1971 / Emma Delima / 
1896-1982
S F 2A RAMPONE Emma Delima RAMPONE / Camillo / 1892-1971 / Emma Delima / 
1896-1982
Section, Row, and Plot Locations correspond to the map in this book. 
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S F 3 KULUNCSICS Anna KULUNCSICS / Lazar / 1898-1986 / Anna / 1900-
1966
S F 3A CARIGNAN J. [John James] V65026 Stkr. J. CARIGNAN / 1926-1972 / 
R.C.N.V.R. / "Lest We Forget" [BC Vital Stats: John 
James Carignan died Vancouver 18 January 1972 
age 45 years]
S F 4A BENNETT Mary Margaret 
(Marie)
Mary Margaret / "Marie" BENNETT / Forever Loved 
/ and Sadly Missed / Aug. 19, 1917 / Oct. 9, 1998 / 
Forever With the Lord
S F 5 GILLARD Leon D. In Loving Memory / Leon D. GILLARD / 1874-1965 
/ Father
S F 6 GILLARD Marie J. In Loving Memory / Marie J. GILLARD / 1884-1970 
/ Mother
S F 7 GAWLIK Joseph 2301 F. Sgt. Joseph GAWLIK / 1911-1965 / 6th 
Paratroops Polish Army / "Lest We Forget"
S F 10 O'REILLY Patrick Patrick O'REILLY / 1826-1904
S F 11 BOLEN Maria I.H.S. / Maria BOLEN / 1872-1952 / Rest In Peace
S F 12 SALIGNAT Marie Marie / SALIGNAT / Died Aug. 13, 1952 / Aged 47 
Years / Au Memoire De
S F 13 HERERON Anne Anne HERERON / In Loving Memory / 1893-1952
S F 14 PARKES N. R. [Norbert 
Richard] (Pte.)
341 Pte. N. R. PARKES / 1873-1948 / W.Y. & R.S. 
/ "Lest We Forget" [BC Vital Stats: Norbert Richard 
Parkes died Kelowna 27 December 1948 age 75 
years]
S F 15 WARMKA Anna H. In Loving Memory / Anna H. WARMKA / Sept. 29, / 
1881 - July 11, / 1969
S F 18 SCHAFER Elizabeth Elizabeth / SCHAFER / 1865-1956 / In Loving 
Memory
S F 19 MacDONELL Robert J. Robert J. MacDONELL / R.I.P. / 1881-1967
S G 1 GAUDREAU J. Wilfrid J. Wilfrid GAUDREAU / Father / 1888-1971
S G 2 BUTTICCI Maria G. Maria G. BUTTICCI / Loving Mother / 1887-1971
S G 3 POLMAN Elizabeth POLMAN / Elizabeth / 1901-1979 / Peter J. / 1902-
1990
S G 3 POLMAN Peter J. POLMAN / Elizabeth / 1901-1979 / Peter J. / 1902-
1990
S G 4 SCHMIDT Katrina SCHMIDT / In Loving Memory Of Our Dear Parents 
/ Paul / 1894-1971 / Katrina / 1899-1992 / Gone But 
Not Forgotten
S G 4 SCHMIDT Paul SCHMIDT / In Loving Memory Of Our Dear Parents 
/ Paul / 1894-1971 / Katrina / 1899-1992 / Gone But 
Not Forgotten
S G 5 McCORMICK John McCORMICK / Our Heroes / John / July 30, 1925 / 
Oct. 22, 2005 / Two Hearts Now Mended / Souls 
United and Restored, / A Beautiful Love Story / 
Which Cannot Be Ignored. / Mary / April 23, 1934 / 
Dec. 26, 1970 / You Cared For and Protected Us / 
Keeping Out the Cold, / When it Comes to Loving 
Parents / You Both Broke the Mold. / Love you 
Forever, / God Bless and Keep You Well
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S G 5 McCORMICK Mary McCORMICK / Our Heroes / John / July 30, 1925 / 
Oct. 22, 2005 / Two Hearts Now Mended / Souls 
United and Restored, / A Beautiful Love Story / 
Which Cannot Be Ignored. / Mary / April 23, 1934 / 
Dec. 26, 1970 / You Cared For and Protected Us / 
Keeping Out the Cold, / When it Comes to Loving 
Parents / You Both Broke the Mold. / Love you 
Forever, / God Bless and Keep You Well
S G 5 McCORMICK Mary In Loving Memory / Mary McCORMICK / Apr. 23 / 
1934 / Dec. 26 / 1970 
S G 6 GUERARD William Joseph William Joseph GUERARD / 1876-1957 / In Loving 
Memory [Transcribed c1986 by KDGS. Inscription 
barely legible.] [BC Vital Stats: William Joseph B. 
Guerard died Vancouver 14 March 1957 age 80 
years]
S G 7 GUERARD Mary Elizabeth Mary Elizabeth / GUERARD / 1874-1944 / In 
Loving Memory [Transcribed c1986 by KDGS. 
Inscription no longer legible.] [BC Vital Stats: Mary 
Elizabeth Guerard died Kelowna 14 November 
1944 age 70 years]
S G 9 WILDEMAN Jacob Jacob WILDEMAN / 1881-1945 / In Loving Memory
S G 12 DALCOL Leno J. In Loving Memory Of / Leno J. DALCOL / 1923-
1947 / At Rest
S G 15 BIANCO Ernest A. BIANCO / Ernest A.  / 1887-1970 / Sabina P. / 
1895-1946 / In Loving Memory
S G 15 BIANCO Sabina P. BIANCO / Ernest A.  / 1887-1970 / Sabina P. / 
1895-1946 / In Loving Memory
S G 18 LEMIRE Henry J. Henry J. LEMIRE / 1921-1969 / Loving Husband 
And Father
S G 19 SCHLEPPE Rosie SCHLEPPE / 1906 Rosie 1969 / 1904 Adam 1970 / 
Loving Father And Mother
S G 20 SCHLEPPE Adam SCHLEPPE / 1906 Rosie 1969 / 1904 Adam 1970 / 
Loving Father And Mother
S H 1 HARDOCK Gottlieb Gottlieb HARDOCK / Loving Husband And Father / 
1897-1970
S H 1 HARDOCK Marianna Marianna HARDOCK  / Loving Wife And Mother / 
1903-1984
S H 2 GOTTSELIG Joseph In Loving Memory / Joseph GOTTSELIG  / 1897-
1970
S H 2 GOTTSELIG Susan T. In Loving Memory / Susan T. GOTTSELIG / 1898-
1988
S H 3 VACCARO Silvio In Loving Memory / Silvio VACCARO / 1894-1970
S H 4 VACCARO Rose In Loving Memory / Rose VACCARO / 1894-1992
S H 7 GEIGLR Margaret Margaret / GEIGLR / Mother Of / Mrs. / 
WEISGARBER / Jan 1 1855 - Feb 16 1943
S H 11 DALCOL Fortunato In Loving Memory of / Fortunato DALCOL / 1883-
1944 / At Rest
S H 12 CIACCIA Ambrogio In / Loving Memory of / Ambrogio CIACCIA / 1886-
1944 / "Rest In Peace"
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S H 13 CIACCIA Concetta In Loving Memory Of / Concetta CIACCIA / 1894-
1946 / "Rest In Peace"
S H 15 HERERON Mary Frances In Loving Memory Of / Mary Frances HERERON / 
July 20, 1901 - Dec. 14, 1994
S H 16 O'REILLY Ellen Mary R.I.P. / In Loving Memory Of / Ellen Mary O'REILLY 
/ 1859-1940
S H 17 HERERON Anastasia Anastasia / O'REILLY / Wife Of / Michael 
HERERON / 1870-1903 / Michael 1870-1935 / 
Mary E. LEE / 1870-1959 / R.I.P. / HERERON
S H 17 HERERON Mary E. Anastasia / O'REILLY / Wife Of / Michael 
HERERON / 1870-1903 / Michael 1870-1935 / 
Mary E. LEE / 1870-1959 / R.I.P. / HERERON
S H 17 HERERON Michael Anastasia / O'REILLY / Wife Of / Michael 
HERERON / 1870-1903 / Michael 1870-1935 / 
Mary E. LEE / 1870-1959 / R.I.P. / HERERON
S H 17 LEE Mary E. Anastasia / O'REILLY / Wife Of / Michael 
HERERON / 1870-1903 / Michael 1870-1935 / 
Mary E. LEE / 1870-1959 / R.I.P. / HERERON
S H 17 O'REILLY Anastasia Anastasia / O'REILLY / Wife Of / Michael 
HERERON / 1870-1903 / Michael 1870-1935 / 
Mary E. LEE / 1870-1959 / R.I.P. / HERERON
S H 20 APRIL Alphonse L. J. Father / Alphonse L. J. APRIL / 1898-1981
S H 21 APRIL Marie Anne Mother / Marie Anne APRIL / 1903-1970
S J 5 REITER Jacob Jacob REITER / Born Dec. 23, 1883 / Died Mar. 
17, 1942
S J 6 NOEL Jean Baptiste NOEL / Jean Baptiste / 1857-1941 / Our Father / 
R.I.P.
S J 7 GARMANN Brigitta Brigitta GARMANN / Born March 14, 1868 / Died 
April 23, 1941
S J 8 MEEHAN Catherine Loretta In Loving Memory / Catherine Loretta MEEHAN / 
1857-1940
S J 9 KIRSCHNER Christian Christian KIRSCHNER / Father / 1862 / May 11 / 
1941 / Jan. 11
S J 10 de CAQUERAY Frederick I.H.S. / de CAQUERAY / Frederick / 1871 / to / 
1941 / Helene / 1873 / to / 1943 / Requiescant In 
Pace
S J 11 de CAQUERAY Helene I.H.S. / de CAQUERAY / Frederick / 1871 / to / 
1941 / Helene / 1873 / to / 1943 / Requiescant In 
Pace
S J 12 CIACCIA Paul Joseph CIACCIA / Paul Joseph / 1917-1964
S J 13 AUSTIN O. E. [Orley 
Ernest]
O. E. AUSTIN / 1892-1941 / R.I.P. [BC Vital Stats: 
Orley Ernest Austin died Kelowna 24 August 1941 
age 49 years]
S J 14 SPERLE Celeste Joseph SPERLE / Celeste Joseph / 1896-1943
S J 15 SPERLE Bryon Matthew SPERLE / Bryon Matthew / 1951-1953
S J 16 SPERLE Joseph Christian SPERLE / Joseph Christian / 1926-1947
S J 17 SPERLE Alosia Christina SPERLE / Alosia Christina / 1901-1996
S J 18 KOENIG Margaret In Loving Memory Of / Margaret KOENIG / 1902-
1983
W K 1 MERCER Josephine V. Josephine V. / MERCER / 1918-1938 / Sister 
Ursula Anne
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W K 1 MERCER Sister Ursula 
Anne
Josephine V. / MERCER / 1918-1938 / Sister 
Ursula Anne
W K 5 HERERON Thomas Louis Erected To The Memory Of / Thomas Louis 
HERERON / age 38 Yrs. /  By His Friends [BC Vital 
Stats: Thomas Louis Hereron died Kelowna 18 July 
1939 age 38 years]
W K 6 GAUVIN Joseph 687419 Pte Joseph C. E. / GAUVIN / 1881-1939 / 
54 Battn., C.E.F. / "Lest We Forget"
W K 7 MUSSATTO Umberto C. Umberto C. MUSSATTO  / The Faithful Are Certain 
of / Their Reward / Father / Jan. 20, 1898 - Sept. 2, 
1957
W K 8 MUSSATTO Mary Christine Mary Christine ZAHN / Beloved Wife Of Bert C. 
MUSSATTO / The Faithful Are Certain Of Their 
Reward / Feb. 8, 1911 - July 1, 1938
W K 8 ZAHN Mary Christine Mary Christine ZAHN / Beloved Wife Of Bert C. 
MUSSATTO / The Faithful Are Certain Of Their 
Reward / Feb. 8, 1911 - July 1, 1938
W K 9 KRONBAUER Susanna Mother / Susanna KRONBAUER / 1857 - 1939 
R.I.P.
W K 10 MUSSATTO John B. John B. MUSSATTO / Brother / 1901-1940 
W K 11 RISSO Vincenzo RISSO / Vincenzo / 1863-1940 / Annett / 1876-
1965 / Rest In Peace
W K 12 RISSO Annett RISSO / Vincenzo / 1863-1940 / Annett / 1876-
1965 / Rest In Peace
W K 13 BEUKER Bernard In / Loving Memory of / Bernard BEUKER / 1859-
1942 / I.H.S.
W K 14 BAILEY Rose Rest In Peace / Rose BAILEY / 1885-1974 / [Aunt 
Rose on foot stone.]
W K 15 MODRZEJEWSKI Josephine [Jo] Rest in Peace / MODRZEJEWSKI / Josephine / 
1892-1975 /  [Aunt Jo on footstone]
W K 16 WYRZYKOWSKI Mae E. [May] Rest In Peace / WYRZYKOWSKI / Mae E. / 1895-
1978 /  [Aunt May on Footstone]
W K 17 WYRZYKOWSKI John D. [Royal Canadian Air Force Insignia] / R.189209 
Sgt. Pilot / John D. WYRZYKOWSKI / R.C.A.F. / 
23rd Feb. 1944 / Accepting The Summons / He 
Winged His Way Aloft / To God, May He Rest In 
Peace [Commonwealth War Graves Commission: 
WYRZYKOWSKI, John  Dominic, age 21, son of 
Dominic V. Wyrzykowski and May E. Wyrzykowski, 
of Kelowna]
W K 20 MARTY Justin MARTY / Justin / 1874-1941 / Victoria Louise / 
1872-1956
W K 20 MARTY J. [Justin] (Pte.) 688078 Pte. J. Marty / 1874-1941 / Can. Forestry 
Cps.. C.E.F. / "Lest We Forget"
W K 21 MARTY Victoria Louise MARTY / Justin / 1874-1941 / Victoria Louise / 
1872-1956
W K 22 SCHMIDT Carl Rest / in / Peace / Born / 1905 /  Carl SCHMIDT / 
Died / 1938 [Original marker]                               
Carl SCHMIDT / 1905-1938 / In Loving Memory 
[New marker]
W K 23 GONIE Henry Henry GONIE / 1864-1938 / In Loving / Memory
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W K 28 PERCHTOLD Richard PERCHTOLD / In Loving Memory Of / Our Son / 
Richard PERCHTOLD / Killed By Train / At 
Princeton / April 27. 1945 / Aged 9 ½ Years / R.I.P.
W K 31 LERIGNY Denise (Baby) Baby Denise LERIGNY / Oct. 12, 1947 / Rest in 
Peace
W K 36 KIRSCHNER William Edward William Edward KIRSCHNER / Born Feb. 19, 1944 
/ Died Feb. 6, 1945
W K 37 McCELVEY William Ronald William Ronald / McCELVEY / 1940-1944 / In 
Loving Memory
W L 1 STEPHENSON Kent Thomas Kent Thomas / STEPHENSON / Aged 2 months / 
1958
W L 2 HEINZMAN Bernard P. HEINZMAN / In Loving Memory / Zackeus Nickolas 
/ May 17, 1905 - Sept. 5, 1934 / Bernard P. / Sept. 
3, 1925 - Mar. 15, 1955
W L 2 HEINZMAN S. I.H.S. / S. HEINZMAN [See Zackeus Nicholas 
HEINZMAN]
W L 2 HEINZMAN Zackeus Nickolas HEINZMAN / In Loving Memory / Zackeus Nickolas 
/ May 17, 1905 - Sept. 5, 1934 / Bernard P. / Sept. 
3, 1925 - Mar. 15, 1955
W L 4 CULOS Antonia Antonia CULOS / Feb. 18, 1858 - Nov. 23, 1934 / 
Rest In Peace
W L 5 KLAPOUSZCHAK Joe Joe KLAPOUSZCHAK / Died / June / 5, 1935 [BC 
Vital Stats: Joseph Klopouszchuk died Kelowna 05 
June 1935 age 21 years]
W L 6 MUSSATTO Gasper U. Gasper U. MUSSATTO / Brother / 1914-1936
W L 7 MUSSATTO Anna Love / Peace Perfect Peace / Life Truth / Mother / 
Anna MUSSATTO / Switzerland / 1870 / 
Hollywood, Cal. / 1933
W L 8 de PFYFFER Louis P. In Loving Remembrance / Louis P. de PFYFFER / 
1895-1937 / And Wife Marie / 1894-1980 / His 
Memory is Dear, / to Those He Left Behind
W L 9 de PFYFFER Marie In Loving Remembrance / Louis P. de PFYFFER / 
1895-1937 / And Wife Marie / 1894-1980 / His 
Memory is Dear, / to Those He Left Behind
W L 10 NEWSOME Emma In Loving Memory Of / 1925 Hilda WAHL 1939 / 
1925 Emma NEWSOME 2008 / 1915 Edward 
WAHL 2000 / 1926 Adela WAHL
W L 10 WAHL Adela In Loving Memory Of / 1925 Hilda WAHL 1939 / 
1925 Emma NEWSOME 2008 / 1915 Edward 
WAHL 2000 / 1926 Adela WAHL
W L 10 WAHL Edward In Loving Memory Of / 1925 Hilda WAHL 1939 / 
1925 Emma NEWSOME 2008 / 1915 Edward 
WAHL 2000 / 1926 Adela WAHL
W L 10 WAHL Hilda In Loving Memory Of / 1925 Hilda WAHL 1939 / 
1925 Emma NEWSOME 2008 / 1915 Edward 
WAHL 2000 / 1926 Adela WAHL
W L 11 FETSCH Elizabeth FETSCH / Elizabeth / 1887-1962 / Michael / 1882-
1964 / R.I.P.
W L 12 FETSCH Michael FETSCH / Elizabeth / 1887-1962 / Michael / 1882-
1964 / R.I.P.
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W L 13 TODA Toshiharu J. Toshiharu J. TODA / 1888-1937 [Japanese 
characters]
W L 14 PAUGH James In Memory Of / James / PAUGH / 28 Aug 1937 / 
R.I.P. [BC Vital Stats: James Albert Paugh died 
Kelowna 28 August 1937 age 84 years]
W L 15 WASYK 
[WASHUCK]
Lena In Loving / Memory / Lena WASYK / 1881-1937 
[BC Vital Stats: Lena WASHUCK died Kelowna 20 
March 1937 age 54 years]
W L 16 MODRZEJEWSKI Pauline IHS / In Loving Memory / Anthony 
MODRZEJEWSKI / Poland Nov. 23, 1880 / 
Kelowna Feb. 20, 1933 / Pauline MODRZEJEWSKI 
/ 1858-1941 [Grandma on footstone and Andy on 
second footstone]
W L 17 MODRZEJEWSKI Anthony IHS / In Loving Memory / Anthony 
MODRZEJEWSKI / Poland Nov. 23, 1880 / 
Kelowna Feb. 20, 1933 / Pauline MODRZEJEWSKI 
/ 1858-1941 [Grandma on footstone and Andy on 
second footstone]
W L 18 JOYAL Celina IHS / Celina JOYAL / Epouse de J. D. JOYAL / 2 
May 1962 / Decedee 14 Oct. 1933 / In Memoriam 
[BC Vital Stats: Celina Joyal died Kelowna 14 Oct 
1933 age 60 years] 
W L 19 JOYAL J. D. [Joseph 
David]
IHS / Celina JOYAL / Epouse de J. D. JOYAL / 2 
May 1962 / Decedee 14 Oct. 1933 / In Memoriam 
[BC Vital Stats: Joseph David Joyal died Kelowna 
02 May 1962 age 85 years]
W L 21 VERNA Luigi In Loving Memory / of / Luigi VERNA / Born 1874 / 
Died 1937
W L 22 RITTICH Antalne (Dr.) OZV  SZ / Dr. RITTICH Antalne / Orth Maria / 1864-
1938
W L 23 BERTUCCI C. A. [Cesare] 
(Pte.)
2138364 Pte. C. A. BERTUCCI / 1892-1936 / 72 
Battn. C.E.F. / Lest We Forget [BC Vital Stats: 
Cesare Bertucci died Ellison 10 December 1936 
age 44 years]
W L 28 SPAHL Karl Frank Karl Frank SPAHL / Aug. 189? / 1934 / 
[Transcribed c1986 by KDGS. No marker exists in 
2010.] [BC Vital Stats: Karl Spabl [sic] died 
Tranquille 26 November 1934 age 35 years]
W L 29 McGLADERY Maureen Frances IHS / In Loving Memory Of / Maureen Frances 
McGLADERY / Died Jan. 21, 1940. / Age 4 Years 9 
Months. / "Requiescat in Pace."
W L 36 SIMPSON George George Simpson / Died October / 27, 1930 / Age  / 
[Marker partially illegible] [Information from local 
historian, Bob Hayes: George William Simpson 
born Ellison 24 January 1871, son of George 
William Simpson and Sara Stepetsa, pioneer 
Ellison family]
W M 2 MORROW Phillip Father / In Loving Memory of / Phillip MORROW / 
Born June 12, 1891 / Died Of Injury By / Accident 
Jan. 10, 1929
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W M 3 CHATHAM Laura In Loving Memory / Philip / MORROW / 1891-1929 
/ Laura (MORROW) / CHATHAM / 1894-1997
W M 3 MORROW Laura In Loving Memory / Philip / MORROW / 1891-1929 
/ Laura (MORROW) / CHATHAM / 1894-1997
W M 3 MORROW Phillip In Loving Memory / Philip / MORROW / 1891-1929 
/ Laura (MORROW) / CHATHAM / 1894-1997
W M 11 BRUNETTE BRUNETTE [on base of curb - no markers]
W M 12 GALLIVAN Mary In Loving Memory of / Mother / Mary GALLIVAN / 
1859-1928 / Father / John CONLIN / 18??-1943
W M 12 CONLIN Mary In Loving Memory Of / Mother / Mary GALLIVAN / 
1859-1928. / Father / John CONLIN / 18??-1943
W M 13 CONLIN John In Loving Memory Of / Mother / Mary GALLIVAN / 
1859-1928. / Father / John CONLIN / 18??-1943
W M 15 COURNANE John (Joe) COURNANE / John (Joe) / 1940-2004 / Our 
Destination Is Never A Place / But Rather A New 
Way Of Looking At Things
W M 17 BOUVETTE Agnes Amy Mother / In Loving Memory of / Agnes Amy 
BOUVETTE / Wife of W. F. BOUVETTE / Died 
Sept. 9, 1929 [BC Vital Stats: Agnes Annie 
Bouvette died Kelowna 09 September 1929 age 55 
years]
W M 19 ZAHN John John ZAHN / 1854-1931
W M 20 HUNGLE Marian Marian HUNGLE / Born - Aug. 31, 1888 / Died - 
Oct. 7, 1931
W M 21 BORNAIS Alcide Alcide BORNAIS / 1876-1931 / In Loving / Memory
W M 22 GAGNON Abel I.H.S. / In Memory Of / Abel GAGNON / Who 
Departed This Life / Jan. 10, 1932. / Aged 72 / 
"May He Rest In Peace"
W M 22 GAGNON Abel Abel GAGNON / 1910-1996 /  Rest In Peace [This 
marker was replaced by 2012.]
W M 22 GAGNON Abel Together Again / Abel GAGNON / 1910 - 1996 / 
Rosie GAGNON / 1917 - 2010
W M 22 GAGNON Rosie Together Again / Abel GAGNON / 1910 - 1996 / 
Rosie GAGNON / 1917 - 2010
W M 23 SCHAFER Anton Here / Rests / in / God / Anton SCHAFER / Born / 
Oct. 8 / 1860 / Died / June 15 / 1932 / R.I.P.
W M 25 WEISBECK Angelina Angelina / WEISBECK / Daughter Of / John And 
Patricia / WEISBECK / Born Apr. 2, 1923 / Died 
Sept. 21, 1935
W M 28 BERARD Ellen Roberts Ellen Roberts / BERARD / 1887-1933
W M 28 BERARD Peter B. Peter B. BERARD / November 30, 1928 / January 
5, 1988 / Son of Joseph and Ellen
W M 29 RAMPONE L. [Luigi] I.H.S. / L. RAMPONE / Born In Italy Feb. 28. 1854 / 
Died on  Aug. 10. 1933. / "May His Soul Rest In 
Peace." [BC Vital Stats: Luigi Ramponi died 
Kelowna 10 August 1933 age 79 years] [Note: 
spelling variation] 
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W M 30 NEAVE Percy Percy NEAVE / Father / In Loving Memory / 1888-
1933
W M 32 WILDERMAN Baby Baby WILDERMAN / Aged 2 Months / and 9 Days 
1935
W M 33 FETSCH Baby FETSCH / Baby / 1935
W N 2 CIACCIA Melba In Loving Memory Of / Melba CIACCIA / Born / 
March 24, 1914 / Died / Oct. 24, 1921
W N 5 ALIMONTE Domenica In / Memory Of / Domenica ALIMONTE / Born Jan. 
24, 1860 / Died March 27, 1923. "At Rest"
W N 6 SNOW William H. In Memory Of / William H. SNOW / Died May 14, 
1923 / Aged 63 Years / "At Rest" 
W N 7 HANLON Stephen In Loving Memory / of / Stephen HANLON / 1873-
1923 / Veteran Of The Great War
W N 9 SWORDY Thomas In Loving Memory of / Thomas SWORDY / Died 
Nov. 23, 1924 / Aged 18 Years. / SWORDY
W N 10 MESSNER Louisa In Loving Memory of / Louisa MESSNER / Beloved 
Wife of / J. NEUMEYER / Sept. 11, 1866 - Mar. 5, 
1925
W N 10 NEUMEYER J. In Loving Memory of / Louisa MESSNER / Beloved 
Wife of / J. NEUMEYER / Sept. 11, 1866 - Mar. 5, 
1925
W N 10 NEUMEYER Louisa In Loving Memory of / Louisa MESSNER / Beloved 
Wife of / J. NEUMEYER / Sept. 11, 1866 - Mar. 5, 
1925
W N 14 ENGELMAN 
[ENGLEMANN]
Anton Anton ENGELMAN / R.I.P. [BC Vital Stats: Anton 
ENGLEMANN died Kelowna 27 November 1925 
age 21years] [Note: spelling variation]
W N 14 ENGELMAN 
[ENGELMANN]
Katie [Katherine] In Memory Of A Loving / Mom And Grannie / Katie / 
1905-1991 [BC Vital Stats: Katherine Engelmann 
died Kelowna 07 December 1991 age 86 years] 
[Note: spelling "ENGELMANN".]
W N 15 CONROY Anna Teresa I.H.S. / In Loving Memory Of / Anna Teresa 
O'REILLY / 1863-1925 / Also of / John Joseph 
CONROY / 1841-1926 / "Rest In Peace" / 
CONROY
W N 15 O'REILLY Anna Teresa I.H.S. / In Loving Memory Of / Anna Teresa 
O'REILLY / 1863-1925 / Also of / John Joseph 
CONROY / 1841-1926 / "Rest In Peace" / 
CONROY
W N 16 CONROY John Joseph [Joe] I.H.S. / In Loving Memory Of / Anna Teresa 
O'REILLY / 1863-1925 / Also of / John Joseph 
CONROY / 1841-1926 / "Rest In Peace" / 
CONROY [Known in the community as Joe]
W N 17 VIGEANT Malvina In Memory / Malvina VIGEANT / Wife of Joseph 
VIGEANT / 1851-1926
W N 18 BAZZANA John In Loving Memory / John BAZZANA / 1904-1929
W N 18 CIACCIA Roberto G. In Loving Memory Of / Roberto G. CIACCIA / Born / 
June 7, 1923. / Died / June 9, 1927
W N 19 McGARRITY Patrick MCGARRITY / Patrick / Isabella / [BC Vital Stats: 
Patrick Mcgarrity died Kelowna 26 November 1928 
age 74 years]
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W N 20 McGARRITY Isabella MCGARRITY / Patrick / Isabella / [BC Vital Stats: 
Isabella Mcgarrity died Kelowna 01 December 
1926 age 62 years]
W N 21 BOOTH Harry Harry BOOTH / 1924-1927 / Rest In Peace
W N 22 MARTY Melanie Melanie MARTY / 1842-1927 / Rest In Peace
W N 25 RAMPONE Angelina In Loving Memory of / Angelina RAMPONE / Born 
Jan. 9. 1921. / Died Nov. 8. 1927. / "Rest In 
Peace."
W N 27 PERRON Maria D. PERRON / 1927 Sophie J. 1928 / 1918 Maria D. 
2004
W N 27 PERRON Sophie J. PERRON / 1927 Sophie J. 1928 / 1918 Maria D. 
2004
W N 28 ENGLER Clara M. Clara M. ENGLER / Mar. 1933 / Eternal Glory
W N 31 SPAHL Andrew Frank SPAHL / Andrew Frank / January 2, 1933 / May 22, 
1933 [Transcribed c1986 by KDGS. No marker 
exists in 2010.]
W N 33 BAZZANA Gertie In Loving Memory / Gertie BAZZANA/ "Our Baby" / 
1932
W O 1 MARTY Etienne Etienne / MARTY / 1835-1906
W O 3 CONROY Thomas IHS / Thomas CONROY / Died / June 9, 1899. / 
Aged 50 Years / May he rest in peace.
W O 5 MALLET Osina In Memory / Joseph VIGEANT / 1853-1908 / Osina 
MALLET / 2 Months 1920
W O 5 VIGEANT Joseph In Memory / Joseph VIGEANT / 1853-1908 / Osina 
MALLET / 2 Months 1920
W O 15 SNOW William Henry In Loving Memory Of / William Henry SNOW / 1861-
1921
W O 16 SNOW Jessie Jessie / Beloved Wife of / W. H. SNOW / Dec. 14, 
1866 / June 2, 1911 / SNOW
W O 19 GUIDI Basilio Basilio GUIDI / July 21, 1898 / Oct. 1, 1911
W O 23 SWORDY Sarah In Memory of / Sarah SWORDY / Died / Feb. 8, 
1915 / Aged 34 Years / May Her Soul Rest In 
Peace
W O 24 CHRISTIEN Joseph In Loving Memory / Of / Joseph CHRISTIEN / Died 
May 17, 1916. / Age 87 Years. / Requiescat In 
Pace / CHRISTIEN
W O 25 BORNAIS Mary Jane Stella 
(Stella)
"Little Stella" / Mary Jane Stella / BORNAIS / 1915-
1916
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A ACLAND Jeanne N B 14 1881 1950
ACLAND Patricia E.M.L. N B 14 1920 2006
ACLAND Peter T. (Major) N B 14 1914 1984
AGAR Antonia Elizabeth N F 8 1928 1973
ALIMONTE Domenica W N 5 1860 1923
ALIMONTI Joseph N B 4 1896 1963
ALIMONTI Pasquale N D 5 1870 1951
ALIMONTI Rosa N B 5 1899 1997
APCHIN Frank S B 25 1924 1970
APRIL Alphonse L. J. S H 20 1898 1981
APRIL Marie Anne S H 21 1903 1970
AUSTIN O. E. [Orley Ernest] S J 13 1892 1941
B BAILEY Rose W K 14 1885 1974
BALL Albert G. Crem 15 1917 1996
BALL Anne M. Crem 15 1917 2004
BARRÉ David N F 15 1958
BARRÉ Elizabeth N F 15 1992
BARRÉ John N E 15 1950
BARRERA Francesca N I 19 1892 1970
BARRERA Luigi A. N I 17 1922 1945
BARRERA Pasquale N I 18 1891 1969
BAZZANA Gertie W N 33 1932
BAZZANA John W N 18 1904 1929
BEBLOW Cecilia S D 17 1914 2008
BECKER Magdalena S A 4 1880 1968
BECKER Peter S A 3 1879 1968
BENNER Ethel N H 11 1928 1947
BENNETT Mary Margaret (Marie) S F 4A 1917 1998
BERARD Alexander S E 4 1856 1936
BERARD Ellen Roberts W M 28 1887 1933
BERARD Joseph A. S A 10 1887 1968
BERARD Martha S E 5 1867 1962
BERARD Peter S E 3 1904 1907
BERARD Peter B. W M 28 1928 1988
BERIAULT Leo Joseph Crem 23 1928 1992
BERTOIA Mary N H 2 1909 1984
BERTOIA Riccardo N H 1 1906 1995
BERTUCCI C. A. [Cesare] (Pte.) W L 23 1892 1936
BEUKER Bernard W K 13 1859 1942
BIANCO Ernest A. S G 15 1887 1970
BIANCO Sabina P. S G 15 1895 1946
BLAIR Garnet S E 20 1923 1971
BLASER Baby Girl N G 18 1967
BOLEN Maria S F 11 1872 1952
BOOTH Harry W N 21 1924 1927
BORIE Victor N H 15 c1869 1947
BORNAIS Alcide W M 21 1876 1931
BORNAIS Josephine Mary N F 7 1884 1961
BORNAIS Mary Jane Stella (Stella) W O 25 1915 1916
BOUVETTE Agnes Amy W M 17 c1874 1929
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BOWDEN Adrienne E. Crem 41 1928
BOWDEN Glenn Kearn Crem 41 1933 2008
BRENA Angelina O. N B 7 1906 1989
BRENA Carlo N B 6 1899 1963
BROCKMAN Gertrude N H 5 1919 2008
BROCKMAN Louise N H 6 1895 1974
BROCKMAN Paul N H 5 1887 1948
BROWNE-CLAYTON Patricia E.M.L. N B 14 1920 2006
BRUNETTE W M 11
BUHMAN Maria Theresa N F 9 1900 1973
BUHMAN Raymond N F 8 1884 1950
BURKE Kate M. C. N D 13 1899 1985
BURKE O. A. G. (Paddy) [Oswald 
Alombard G.]
N D 12 1893 1951
BUTTICCI Bernard N I 14 1880 1945
BUTTICCI Frank N I 14 1927 1974
BUTTICCI Maria G. S G 2 1887 1971
C CAPOZZI Joseph Jasper S B 23 1922 2004
CAPOZZI Maria Anna S B 22 1896 1968
CAPOZZI Pasquale (Cap) S B 21 1888 1976
CAPOZZI Thomas Archangelo S B 24 1928 2004
CARIGNAN Annie L. N A 13 1899 1991
CARIGNAN Clifford B. N A 12 1898 1969
CARIGNAN J. [John James] S F 3A 1926 1972
CARTER Anne M. Crem 14 1912 2005
CARTER Archie M. Crem 14 1899 1980
CASORSO Anthony N I 1 1880 1967
CASORSO August N I 1 1894 1994
CASORSO August R. N J 2 1917 2000
CASORSO Caroline N I 1 1877 1939
CASORSO Charles N I 1 1882 1963
CASORSO Felix N I 1 1890 1973
CASORSO John N I 1 1848 1932
CASORSO Joseph N I 1 1885 1960
CASORSO Leo N I 1 1892 1977
CASORSO Louis N I 1 1886 1969
CASORSO Louis John N J 1 1886 1969
CASORSO N. Peter N I 1 1888 1987
CASORSO Napoleon Peter N I 2 1888 1987
CASORSO Rosa N I 1 1855 1921
CAZA Earle Cleophus Crem 22 1891 1937
CAZA Inez E. Louise Crem 22 1917 1990
CAZA Louella T. Crem 18 1897 1991
CHATHAM Laura W M 3 1894 1997
CHISHOLM Duncan F. N C 7 1894 1952
CHRISTIEN Joseph W O 24 c1829 1916
CIACCIA Ambrogio S H 12 1886 1944
CIACCIA Concetta S H 13 1894 1946
CIACCIA Melba W N 2 1914 1921
CIACCIA Paul Joseph S J 12 1917 1964
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CIACCIA Roberto G. W N 18 1923 1927
CLOSS Harry James N G 6 1888 1963
COLLINS Joseph G. S C 5 1908 1973
CONLIN John W M 13 18?? 1943
CONLIN Mary W M 12 1859 1928
CONROY Anna Teresa W N 15 1863 1925
CONROY John Joseph (Joe) W N 16 1841 1926
CONROY Thomas W O 3 c1849 1899
COURNANE John (Joe) W M 15 1940 2004
CRAIK Justin Michael Crem 48 1991 2011
CRAZE Theresa S B 1 1930 1968
CRAZE Yvonne E. S B 2 1912 1973
CRONIN John P. S C 7 1899 1965
CRONIN Michael J. S C 7 1943 1994
CULOS Antonia W L 4 1858 1934
D DALCOL Fortunato S H 11 1883 1944
DALCOL Leno J. S G 12 1923 1947
de CAQUERAY Frederick S J 10 1871 1941
de CAQUERAY Helene S J 11 1873 1943
de MONTREUIL Anna B S A 17 1900 1982
de MONTREUIL Henri B. S A 16 1894 1969
de PFYFFER Louis P. W L 8 1895 1937
de PFYFFER Marie W L 9 1894 1980
DICKSON Anna Jean N H 12 1916 2005
DICKSON Douglas N H 12 1940 1948
DICKSON Frederick Allyn N H 12 1907 1985
DICKSON-BURKE Donna Marie N H 12 1954 2011
DIEMAND Rosemary Crem 29 1953 2002
DILLON Mark Raymond N E 17 1966 1966
DOLCHEWSKI Stanley J. N G 14 1948 1950
DORSSERS Robert Allan N F 18 1960 1967
DOUILLARD Leo L. N C 9 1916 2010
DOUILLARD Marie Virginia N C 10 1881 1971
DOUILLARD Pierre Ludger N C 9 1876 1957
DOUILLARD Germaine N C 10 1909 1976
DRIEDGER Mary K. N D 2 1912 1967
DUPAS Sheryl Crem 19 1961
E ELDER Joseph S E 19 1891 1966
ELDER [Regina] Mrs. Joseph S E 17 1888 1949
ENGELMAN 
[ENGELMANN]
Katie [Katherine] W N 14 1905 1991
ENGELMAN 
[ENGLEMANN]
Anton W N 14 c1904 1925
ENGLER Clara M. W N 28 1933
F FAVALI Luigia Maria S C 12 1896 1965
FAVALI Palmizio Oreste S C 11 1890 1959
FAVALI Roy N G 7 1936 1948
FAVELL Charles N I 12 c1883 1945
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FAVELL Clarence S C 9 1892 1975
FAVELL Clarence N I 13 1923 1945
FAVELL Edna Mary S C 10 1903 1965
FEIST Clara N F 10 1878 1950
FETSCH Baby W M 33 1935
FETSCH Elizabeth W L 11 1887 1962
FETSCH Michael W L 12 1882 1964
FILICE Rosario S D 1 1925 1966
FOURNIER Georgette M. N B 11 1919 1987
FREY Beatrice N E 9 1927 1984
FREY Bertha N E 9 1888 1975
FREY George N E 9 1885 1950
FRIE Aloysius N G 1 1901 1968
FRISBY Inez E. Louise Crem 22 1917 1990
G GAGNON Abel W M 22 c1860 1932
GAGNON Abel W M 22 1910 1996
GAGNON Abel W M 22 1910 1996
GAGNON Rosie W M 22 1917 2010
GAGNON Victorine N H 4 1885 1955
GALLIVAN Mary W M 12 1859 1928
GARMANN Brigitta S J 7 1868 1941
GAUDREAU J. Wilfrid S G 1 1888 1971
GAUDREAU Joanne N G 2 1937 2007
GAUDREAU Laurie N G 3 1910 2004
GAUDREAU Ted N G 2 1899 1966
GAUVIN Joseph W K 6 1881 1939
GAWLIK Joseph S F 7 1911 1965
GEIGLR Margaret S H 7 1855 1943
GHEZZI Angelina O. N B 7 1906 1989
GHEZZI Carlo N B 6 1899 1963
GILLARD Leon D. S F 5 1874 1965
GILLARD Marie J. S F 6 1884 1970
GILLIS Allan (Sandy) S D 12 1878 1954
GOETZ William Joseph N D 16 1957 1957
GOLLING Elisabeth S B 16 1898 1988
GOLLING Harry S C 15 1938 1968
GOLLING John S E 6 1894 1966
GONIE Henry W K 23 1864 1938
GORGES Bill Crem 35 1926 2011
GORGES Eleanore Crem 35 1928
GORGES-AICHELLE Jackson Branden Crem 34 2007
GOTTSELIG Joseph S H 2 1897 1970
GOTTSELIG Susan T. S H 2 1898 1988
GREGORVICH Anna N H 7 1905 1977
GREGORVICH Joseph N H 7 1888 1948
GRYBOWSKI Gertrude N H 5 1919 2008
GUENETTE Edmond Crem 31 1918 2010
GUERARD Mary Elizabeth S G 7 1874 1944
GUERARD William Joseph S G 6 1876 1957
GUIDI Basilio W O 19 1898 1911
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GUIDI U. [Alberto Ulisse] N I 9 1883 1946
GUNN Maria N E 10 1921 1990
GUNN Roy N E 10 1928 1992
H HANLON Stephen W N 7 1873 1923
HARDOCK Gottlieb S H 1 1897 1970
HARDOCK Marianna S H 1 1903 1884
HARTWIG Patricia Joan N D 12 1931 1992
HAUCK Aristie S D 8 1896 1957
HECKER Selma N J 6 1885 1944
HEINZMAN Bernard P. W L 2 1925 1955
HEINZMAN S. W L 2  
HEINZMAN Zackeus Nickolas W L 2 1905 1934
HERERON Anastasia S H 17 1870 1903
HERERON Anne S F 13 1893 1952
HERERON Aristie S D 8 1896 1957
HERERON Mary E. S H 17 1870 1959
HERERON Mary Frances S H 15 1901 1994
HERERON Michael S H 17 1870 1935
HERERON Thomas Louis W K 5 1901 1939
HOFFMAN Baby Girl N E 15A 1959
HUDON Demerise P. N C 4 1888 1964
HUGHES Beatrice F. S A 21 1920 2008
HUGHES Sharon E. S A 22 1941 2009
HUGHES Thomas E. S A 20 1918 1969
HUNGLE Marian W M 20 1888 1931
HUNGLE Valentine S A 7 1914 1968
HURLEY John Edward Leo S B 12 1922 1996
HYDE Alice Agnes N B 9 1888 1980
HYDE Henry Herbert N B 8 1888 1963
J JOYAL Celina W L 18 c1873 1933
JOYAL J. D. [Joseph David] W L 19 c1877 1962
K KAUFMANN Helen S C 19 1902 1966
KAUFMANN Jacob S C 18 1902 1979
KEBEL Rose N C 2 1896 1964
KEGLOVIC Carl S A 1 1882 1968
KEGLOVIC Margaret Mary S A 2 1894 1987
KIRSCHNER Christian S J 9 1862 1941
KIRSCHNER William Edward W K 36 1944 1945
KLAPOUSZCHAK Joe W L 5 c1914 1935
KLOTZBACH Veronica Appolonia N E 11 1901 1964
KNORR Jack N B 17 1930 2004
KNORR Kirby D. N B 17 1960 1970
KOENIG Alexander N D 3 1877 1952
KOENIG Apollonia N D 4 1880 1964
KOENIG Joseph S D 15 1935 1955
KOENIG Margaret S J 18 1902 1983
KORNBERGER Anton J. (Tony) N F 2 1915 1987
KORNBERGER Estella Rose N F 1 1942 1967
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KORNBERGER Ruth Almeda N F 1 1920 1966
KORTMANN John N I 11 1886 1945
KOSOLOFSKI Donald G. N C 13A 1951 1952
KOZDROWSKI Roman N E 14 1880 1952
KRONBAUER Susanna W K 9 1857 1939
KULUNCSICS Anna S F 3 1900 1966
KULUNCSICS Lazar S F 2 1898 1986
L LANG Cristine N H 10 1906 1947
LEE Mary E. S H 17 1870 1959
LÉGER Thomas Alonzo S B 13 1898 1967
LEINEMANN Ruby S B 5 1935 2007
LEMIRE Henry J. S G 18 1921 1969
LERIGNY Denise (Baby) W K 31  1947
LERIGNY Ernest N J 10 1893 1943
LERIGNY Marie Elnire Annie N B 3 1894 1965
LEWKO John N G 10 1885 1966
LEWKO Maria N G 11 1882 1948
LOMMER Alphonse (Al) Crem 13 1927 1994
LOMMER Robert Crem 13 1957 1997
LONGO David John Crem 44 1987 2009
LYONS Dorothy N J 4 c1905 1946
M MacDONALD Angus Malcolm N A 5 1911 2004
MacDONALD Florence N A 6 1918 2003
MacDONELL Robert J. S F 19 1881 1967
MacLENNAN Helen P. N F 11 1902 1985
MacLENNAN John M. N F 12 1896 1980
MALLET Osina W O 5  c1920 1920
MARTIN Angelo S C 1 1888 1967
MARTIN Teresa S C 2 1890 1982
MARTY Charles E. N C 6 1972 1954
MARTY David N I 6 1908 1948
MARTY Etienne W O 1 1835 1906
MARTY Justin W K 20 1874 1941
MARTY Odila M. N C 5 1880 1974
MARTY Rose N I 6 1916 1996
MARTY Victoria Louise W K 21 1872 1956
MARTY Melanie W N 22 1842 1927
MARTY J. [Justin] (Pte.) W K 20 1874 1941
McCALL Rose N I 6 1916 1996
McCELVEY Donald Kenneth N J 5 1935 1946
McCELVEY Jeanne A. N G 8 1898 1973
McCELVEY William James N G 9 1888 1949
McCELVEY William Ronald W K 37 1940 1944
McCORMICK John S G 5 1925 2005
McCORMICK Mary S G 5 1934 1970
McCORMICK Mary S G 5 1934 1970
McDONALD John Joseph S C 16 1882 1968
McDONALD Pauline S C 17 1894 1971
McGARRITY Isabella W N 20 c1864 1926
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McGARRITY Patrick W N 19 c1854 1928
McGLADERY Maureen Frances W L 29 c1935 1940
McKENZIE Harold Gregory S B 12 1904 1980
McKENZIE Helen Mary S B 12 1908 2010
McNALLY G. H. (Mort) S B 3 1917 1998
McNALLY V. Isabelle S B 4 1919 2006
MEEHAN Catherine Loretta S J 8 1857 1940
MERCER Bergetta Rose Crem 38 1924 2007
MERCER Josephine V. W K 1 1918 1938
MERCER Robert Joseph Crem 37 1920 2003
MERCER Sister Ursula Anne W K 1 1918 1938
MESSNER Louisa W N 10 1866 1925
MEYER Franz Hubert E. S F 1 1887 1966
MILLER Sharon E. S A 22 1941 2009
MIRAU Antonia Helen N J 12 1883 1945
MODRZEJEWSKI Anthony W L 17 1880 1933
MODRZEJEWSKI Josephine [Jo] W K 15 1892 1975
MODRZEJEWSKI Pauline W L 16 1858 1941
MOONEN Therese Crem 40 1923 2010
MOONEN William Crem 40 1924 2007
MORROW Laura W M 3 1894 1997
MORROW Phillip W M 2 1891 1929
MORROW Phillip W M 3 1891 1929
MOSS Elizabeth N C 12 1900 1990
MOSS James N C 11 1896 1934
MOSS John Patrick [Pat] N C 12 1931 2008
MUSSATTO Anna W L 7 1870 1933
MUSSATTO Gasper U. W L 6 1914 1936
MUSSATTO John B. W K 10 1901 1940
MUSSATTO Mary Christine W K 8 1911 1938
MUSSATTO Umberto C. W K 7 1898 1957
MYSHAK-DAVIS Joseph Crem 25 2007
MYSHAK-DAVIS Joshua Crem 25 2006
MYSHAK-DAVIS Michael David Crem 25 2005
MYSHAK-DAVIS Sydney Crem 25 2004
N NEAVE Percy W M 30 1888 1933
NEUMEYER J. W N 10
NEUMEYER Louisa Messner W N 10 1866 1925
NEWSOME Emma W L 10 1925 2008
NOEL Jean Baptiste S J 6 1857 1941
O OLINGER Helene Marie N F 3 1888 1950
OLINGER John A. S B 9 1917 1998
OLINGER John Peter N F 4 1885 1952
OLINGER Mary A. S B 10 1918
OLSZAMOWSKI Boleslaw N H 3 1921 1999
OLSZAMOWSKI Jan N H 3 1951 1968
OLSZAMOWSKI Una M. N H 3 1925 1995
O'NEIL Bee S C 20 1925 2009
O'NEIL Edward F. S C 20 1936 1988
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O'NEIL Mary Dorothy  S C 21 1900 1996
O'NEIL Patrick John S C 20 1894 1967
O'NEIL Raymond R. S C 20 1925 1987
O'NEIL T. J. (Dr.) [Thomas] S C 20 1922 2004
O'REILLY Anastasia S H 17 1870 1903
O'REILLY Ellen Mary S H 16 1859 1940
O'REILLY Patrick S F 10 1826 1904
O'REILLY Anna Teresa W N 15 1863 1925
OSBORNE Germaine N C 10 1909 1976
OSLUND Margaret McQueen S E 20 1897 1970
P PARKES N. R. [Norbert Richard] (Pte.) S F 14 1873 1948
PAUGH James W L 14 c1853 1937
PAVLE Elizabeth N D 9 1902 1951
PERCHTOLD Richard W K 28 c1935 1945
PERRON Alcide Joseph N B 11 1883 1961
PERRON Jeanne A. N B 10 1893 1993
PERRON Louis Henry N B 10 1912 1979
PERRON Maria D. W N 27 1918 2004
PERRON Sophie J. W N 27 1927 1928
PETZOLD Henry Heinrich N C 13 1898 1980
PFLIGER Mary Teresa N H 7 1929 2008
POITRAS Doria A. N I 8 1900 1992
POITRAS Leon N I 8 1894 1962
POITRAS Marie H. N I 7 1869 1947
POLASEK Anna N H 8 1888 1978
POLASEK Joseph N H 9 1883 1960
POLMAN Elizabeth S G 3 1901 1979
POLMAN Peter J. S G 3 1902 1990
Q QUIRICO Gabriele E. N J 7 1891 1944
R RAMPONE Angelina W N 25 1921 1927
RAMPONE Camillo S F 2A 1892 1971
RAMPONE Domenico N E 2 1887 1966
RAMPONE Emma Delima S F 2A 1896 1982
RAMPONE Ernie S F 1A 1928 1997
RAMPONE Giuseppina M. N E 3 1896 1995
RAMPONE L. [Luigi] W M 29 1854 1933
RAMPONE Shirley Ethel S F 1A 1933 1998
RANTUCCI Carmine S B 7 1893 1968
RANTUCCI Ida C. S B 8 1897 1984
REAY Mary Jessie S E 16 1890 1949
REAY Vincent John S E 15 1885 1950
REITER Jacob S J 5 1883 1942
RISSO Annett W K 12 1876 1965
RISSO Vincenzo W K 11 1863 1940
RITTICH Antalne (Dr.) W L 22 1864 1938
ROBERTSON Baby N G 18A
ROBICHAUD Hazel S A 8 1895 1973
ROBICHAUD Peter S A 8 1885 1971
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ROONEY Lucie Mary N E 7 1893 1951
ROONEY Patrick N E 6 1885 1962
ROSE Henry Albert Couturier S B 11 1885 1967
RUSSO Guerino Eugenio N D 16A 1965 1965
RYAN Joseph P. Crem 20 1915 1993
RYAN Kenneth Stephen S C 5 1928 2003
RYAN Leo Martin S C 5 1895 1981
RYAN Nicholas Henry S C 6 1891 1965
RYAN Phyllis Margaret S C 5 1928 2002
RYAN William S. S C 5 1894 1979
RYDER Elizabeth S E 20 1903 1975
RYDER George S E 20 1902 1981
S SALIGNAT Marie S F 12 c1905 1952
SAUCIER Andrew L. S D 10 1902 1955
SAUCIER Francis C. S D 10 1894 1972
SCHAAD Robert J. S A 18 1900 1968
SCHAFER Anton W M 23 1860 1932
SCHAFER Elizabeth S F 18 1865 1956
SCHALK Mary N I 10 1892 1948
SCHAMBER Katherine S E 18 1898 1966
SCHEITEL Elizabeth S C 14 1919 2004
SCHEITEL John S C 13 1915 1964
SCHLEPPE Adam S G 20 1904 1970
SCHLEPPE Alfred G. N A 11 1933 1969
SCHLEPPE Balthaser N A 14 1891 1969
SCHLEPPE Bergetta Rose Crem 38 1924 2007
SCHLEPPE Juliana N A 15 1894 1970
SCHLEPPE Rosie S G 19 1906 1969
SCHLOSSER Lawrence Crem 24 1917 1999
SCHLOSSER Margaret Crem 24 1919 1994
SCHMIDT Carl W K 22 1905 1938
SCHMIDT Katrina S G 4 1899 1992
SCHMIDT Paul S G 4 1894 1971
SCHNURR Anna S D 16
SCHNURR Barbara N A 8 1900 1989
SCHNURR Joseph N A 7 1897 1981
SCHNURR Mary S D 16
SCHNURR Wendlen S D 16
SCHULTING Peter Crem 30 1925 2005
SEDDON Norbert Robert Crem 17 1914 1989
SHERLOCK Anne Crem 21 1924 2003
SHERLOCK Eric Crem 21 1915 1988
SHUSSEL Sidney O. N B 2 1942 1967
SIMINEAU [Clara] (Mrs.) ? ? ? c1878 1946
SIMPSON George W L 36 1871 1930
SIMPSON Joseph N E 1 1904 1968
SKUPA Mary N E 5 1884 1970
SKUPA Thomas N E 4 1880 1950
SMITH Gilbert (Jill) S A 6 1914 1968
SMITH Marguerite S E 14 1906 1967
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SMITH Paul T. S A 5 1911 1978
SNOW Jessie W O 16 1866 1911
SNOW William H. W N 6 c1860 1923
SNOW William Henry W O 15 1861 1921
SPAHL Andrew Frank W N 31 1933 1933
SPAHL Karl Frank W L 28 c1899 1934
SPERLE Alosia Christina S J 17 1901 1996
SPERLE Bryon Matthew S J 15 1951 1953
SPERLE Celeste Joseph S J 14 1896 1943
SPERLE Joseph Christian S J 16 1926 1947
STEELE Elizabeth S E 11 1883 1952
STEPHENSON Kent Thomas W L 1 c1958 1958
STOKLASSA Peter Arthur Paul S D 6 c1943 1966
STOKLASSA Sandra S D 5
STREIFEL Barbara N G 4 1896 1977
STREIFEL Stephen N G 5 1884 1949
SWALWELL E. J. [Eliza Jane] (Mrs.) ? ? ? 1868 1944
SWORDY Sarah W O 23 c1881 1915
SWORDY Thomas W N 9 c1906 1924
T TAYLOR Cameron Crem 16 1912 2005
TAYLOR Mary Crem 16 1916 1999
THIBAULT Adelina N I 5 1884 1983
THIBAULT Henri N I 5 1913 1971
TODA Toshiharu J. W L 13 1888 1937
TRETYCH Florence N A 6 1918 2003
U UTLEY Reginald S E 7 1890 1957
V VACCARO Rose S H 4 1894 1992
VACCARO Silvio S H 3 1894 1970
VERNA Luigi W L 21 1874 1937
VIGEANT Joseph W O 5 1853 1908
VIGEANT Malvina W N 17 1851 1926
VIGEANT Marie Elnire Annie N B 3 1894 1965
W WAHL Adela W L 10 1926
WAHL Edward W L 10 1915 2000
WAHL Hilda W L 10 1925 1939
WALLS John Clayton S A 14 1914 1969
WALSBY George N D 6 1883 1954
WALSBY Mary N C 3 1882 1957
WARD Louisa Mary N C 8 1905 1966
WARMKA Anna H. S F 15 1881 1969
WASYK [WASHUCK] Lena W L 15 1881 1937
WEISBECK Angelina W M 25 1923 1935
WELSH Amelia S B 18 1888 1970
WELSH Henry S. S B 17 1887 1968
WILDEMAN Jacob S G 9 1881 1945
WILDEMANN Elizabeth S D 14 1874 1953
WILDERMAN Baby W M 32 1935
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WOZNY David T. Crem 36 1939 2004
WRIGHT Jerry N I 5 1919 2006
WYRZYKOWSKI John D. W K 17 c1923 1944
WYRZYKOWSKI Mae E. [May] W K 16 1895 1978
Y YOCHIM Frank N F 5 1898 1963
YOCHIM Veronica N F 6 1898 1967
Z ZAHN John W M 19 1854 1931
ZAHN Mary Christine W K 8 1911 1938
ZARR Joseph S C 8 1899 1981
ZARR Magdalene S C 8 1905 1971
ZIMMER Charles John S C 3 1917 1967
ZIMMER Katherine Mary S C 4 1913 1994
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